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One Hundred Tenth Commencement 
May 12, 2006 
Clemson, South Carolina 
CEREMONIAL MUSIC 
DEPARTMENT OF PERFORMING ARTS 
Prelude 
Clemson University Symphonic Band 
Dr. Mark Specie, Director of Bands 
Dr. Reginald Houze, Assistant Director of Bands 
Impulse 
Dr. Dan Rash, Director of Choral Activities 
Dr. Christopher Mathews, Assistant Director of Choral Activities 
Clemson University Symphonic Band 
Pasquiruule - Louis Moreau Gottschalk 
Dr. Reginald Houze, guest conductor 
Impulse 
My Kind of Girl- Brian McKnight/arr. Jared Buchanan 
All These Things That I've Done - The Killers/arr. Kyle Dement 
Clemson University Symphonic Band 
Two Selections from American Hymn Song Suite - Dwayne Milburn 
Prelude on "WONDROUS LOVE" 
March on "WILSON" 
Impulse 
With or Without You - U2/arr. Nick Loder 
Clemson University Symphonic Band 
Two Selections from Pictures at an Exhibition - Modest Mussorgsky 
Promeruule 
Ballet of the Chicks in Their Shells 
Impulse 
Ode to Clemson 
Words and Music by Hugh H. McGarity/arr. David A. Conley 
Processional 
Flourish for Wind Band- Ralph Vaughn Williams 
Pomp and Circumstance, Op. 39 - Edward Elgar 
National Anthem- Words by Francis Scott Key/arr. Dan Rash 
Musical Interlude 
Scherzo on "NETTLETON" from American Hymn Song Suite - Dwayne Milburn 
Clemson University Symphonic Band 
Clemson University Alma Mater 
Music by Hugh H. McGarity and Robert Farmer 
Words by A. C. Corcoran/arr. Ed Freeman 
Recessional 
Flourish for Wind Band - Ralph Vaughn Williams 
Tiger Rag- traditional 
Congratulatory Applause 
You are requested to r.efrain from loud expressions of pleasure for indiv idual 
graduates. Such expressions frequently detract from the recognition due the next 
graduate in line. Your cooperation is respectfully requested. 
9:30 A.M. 
GRADUATION 
Friday, May 12, 2006 
Littlejohn Coliseum 
ORDER OF CEREMONIES 
2:30 P.M. 
(Please remain standing for the processional, posting of colors, and invocation.) 
Posting of Colors 
Clemson Tiger Platoon Color Guard 
Alexander Thomson, Commander 
Heath Burgess Dan Sharpe 
Abigail Ford Dennis Waring 
Invocation 
Christine K. Wagner, Student Representative (A.M. ceremony) 
J. Stephen Gosnell, Student Representative (P.M. ceremony) 
Introduction of Trustees 
President James F. Barker 
Recognition of the Deans of the Colleges 
Vice President for Academic Affairs and Provost 
Doris R. Helms 
Conferring of Honorary Degree 
President James F. Barker 
Reflections 
Richard A. McMahan (A.M. ceremony) 
Dekera Marshel Greene (P.M. ceremony) 
Conferring of Degrees and Delivery of Diplomas 
President James F. Barker 
Recognition and Presentation of Awards 
Norris Medal 
Algernon Sydney Sullivan Award 
Alumni Master Teacher Award 
Faculty Scholarship Award 
Clemson University Symphonic Band 
Clemson University Ensemble, Impulse 
Dr. Rudolph Abramovitch, University Marshal 
BOARD OF TRUSTEES 
Leon J. Hendrix, Jr., Chairman ____________ Kiawah Island 
J. J. Britton, Vice Chairman Sumter 
Bill L. Amick Batesburg-Leesville 
Lawrence M. Gressette, Jr. Columbia 
Thomas C. Lynch, Jr. Clemson 
Louis B. Lynn Columbia 
Patricia H. McAbee Greenville 
Leslie G. HcCraw Greenville 
E. Smyth McKissick III Greenville 
Thomas B. Mc Teer, Jr. Columbia 
Robert L. Peeler Lexington 
William C. Smith, Jr. Columbia 
Joseph D. Swann Greenville 
Trustees Emeriti 
Louis P. Batson, Jr. __________________ Greenville 
Fletcher C. Derrick, Jr. Charleston 
W. G. DesChamps, Jr. Bishopville 
Harold D. Kingsmore Aiken 
Paul W. McAlister Laurens 
D. Leslie Tindal Pinewood 
Allen P. Wood Florence 
Executive Secretary to the Board of Trustees 
Chalmers Eugene Troutman III 
ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICERS 
James F. Barker ____________________ President 
Doris R. Helms Vice President for Academic Affairs and Provost 
A. Neill Cameron, Jr. Vice President for Advancement 
Steven E. Copeland Interim Chief Business Officer 
Gail DiSabatino Vice President for Student Affairs 
John W. Kelly Vice President for Public Service and Agriculture 
Lawrence Nichols II Chief Human Resources Officer 
Terry Don Phillips Director of Athletics 
Christian E.G. Przirembel Vice President for Research 
and Economic Development 
Clayton D. Steadman _______________ General Counsel 
HONORARY DEGREE 
RICHARD A. MCMAHAN 
DOCTOR OF HUMANITIES 
When Richard A. McMahan graduated from Clemson in 1954, not only had he earned a degree 
in architecture, he had accomplished much more as a student. 
From ROTC to Blue Key, student athlete to cheerleader, student government to TAPS editor, 
McMahan made invaluable contributions throughout his years at Clemson. 
He pursued life after Clemson in a similar way, working hard to build a career and just as hard to 
serve. Following a two-year stint in the U.S. Army just after graduation, the Columbia, South 
Carolina, nativ<> moved to Deland, Florida, to begin his career in construction. 
In 1966, he founded McMahan Construction Co. Inc., a contracting firm that specialized in 
water and wastewater treatment plants and underground utilities. With clients throughout 
Florida, the company grew into a multimillion-dollar operation. He also founded West Volusia 
Utilities, a company providing water and sewer services for a large portion of West Volusia 
County. He went on to develop other businesses including RAM Group Inc., a land 
development and investment company. 
All the while McMahan has served his community, state and country with distinction. In the 
early 1990s, he represented the 26'h District in the Florida House of Representatives and was 
recognized as the Top Freshman Legislator of the Year for Florida. 
McMahan has been involved in numerous civic programs and community enrichment projects 
including city and county planning boards and several arts-related boards. He has served as 
chairman of the Volusia County Business Development Corp., president of the YMCA and 
director of the chamber of commerce. A former member of the Deland Jaycees and director of 
Rotary International, McMahan is a Paul Harris Fellow. 
McMahan's service as a trustee of Stetson University, where he is in charge of new construction 
on the campus and provides student scholarships, earned him the Doyle T. Carlton Award for 
extraordinary contributions to the university, the city of Deland and the state of Florida. 
Throughout his successful career and civic involvement in Florida, McMahan has been a strong 
and loyal supporter of his alma mater. He has served on the Clemson University Foundation 
board of directors and supported academics through major giving. He's a member of the Thomas 
Green Clemson Society and the C lemson Legacy, those who've included Clemson in their wills. 
He established the Richard A. McMahan Presidential Scholarship in 1992, and because of his 
generous endowment in 1998, the University was able to establ ish the highly competitive 
Clemson National Scholars program. 
The Richard A. McMahan Fund for Excellence in Architecture, established in 2001, provides 
for annual faculty support, undergraduate scholarships, fellowships, a visiting architects program, 
technology support, faculty development and other projects. 
It is a most significant occasion when Clemson University recognizes and honors one of its own 
sons with the presentation of an honorary doctorate for eminent achievements and meritorious 
contributions to the institution and to his community. It is a distinct privilege to honor Richard 
A. McMahan with the presentation of the honorary degree, Doctor of Humanities. 
THE ACADEMIC PROCESSION 
The Academic procession is composed of the faculty, staff, officers, trustees, and honored guests of the 
University. Faculty enter by college and each college is preceded by its marshal, a senior faculty member, with 
the college baton, described under University Regalia. 
The college banners are placed on the stage. Each banner is 3 combination of colors that declare the 
disciplines taught in that college. These colors, which were established by the American Council on 
Education, are as follows: 
College 
Agriculture, Forestry, and Life 
Sciences 
Architecture, Arts, and 
Humanities 
Business and Behavioral Science 
Engineering and Science 























Purple and Orange 





















Collegiate faculty follow their marshal in order of academic rank wearing academic costumes of medieval 
origin. Those who have received their degrees from institutions outside the United StateS wear costumes 
specified by the awarding institutions. 
The academic costumes of faculty whose degrees are from United States' institutions are specified by a 
uniform code maintained by the American Council on Education. Caps are black and are usually mortar 
boards with tassels. Doctors of Philosophy wear gold tassels usually of metallic thread; other degrees wear black 
or discipline colors. 
The bachelor's gown is simple and black with long, pointed sleeves. Masters' gowns, also black, are longer 
than bachelors. Older gowns have sleeves that terminate at the elbow while those since 1960 have sleeves 
extended to the wrist. Doctors' gowns are full, with bell-like sleeves. The front is marked by velvet panels and 
the sleeves are marked by three velvet bars. While most gowns are black with black velvet, one variation is to 
replace black velvet with velvet in the discipline color. A second variation is a colored gown usually of the 
university's colors. 
All hoods specify the level of degree, the type of discipline studied and the awarding institution. First, 
degree level is signified by the size of the hood with bachelors' smallest, masters' larger, and doctors' quite large 
and of a different shape. Clemson does not award hoods to bachelors. The width of the velvet trim also 
conveys the degree. Secondly, the degree is indicated by the color of the trim edging the hood to form the 
throat over the gown. The most frequently seen is dark blue, which designates the doctor of philosophy 
(Ph.D.) degree. Finally, the color of the hood's lining specifies the awarding institution. The colors are 
displayed in combinations that are drawn from heraldry. Notice that the Clemson University hood is lined 
with purple through which is an orange chevron (a "V"). Although many combinations are duplicated by 
dozens of institutions, Clemson is presently the only institution with that registered combination. 
The officers, trustees, and honored guests wear academic, ecclesiastical, or military regalia as set forth by 
their professions with the President of Clemson University wearing a purple gown with four velvet bars piped 
in gold and the University seal embroidered on the panels. The Trustees wear a similar gown with three 
velvet bars piped in gold for doctorates and an embroidered palmetto tree on each sleeve for those who do not 
hold doctorates. Hoods are either from Clemson or from the awarding school. They are preceded by the 
University Marshal. Clad in a gown of office in gold and purple, the marshal wears no hood and bears the 
University mace. At the ceremony's close, the faculty do not exit as a part of the recessional but are dismissed, 
along with students and guests, when the marshal leaves the coliseum. 
THE UNIVERSITY REGALIA 
The University mace is the symbolic representation of the whole of Clemson 
University and must be present at any convocation where the University, through its 
delegated members, is acting officially. At any official convocation such as 
commencement, the University Marshal, cartying the mace, precedes the President into 
the assembly. The mace rests before the President's chair or speaker's stand throughout 
the ceremony, and its removal from the assembly at the close of a convocation is symbolic 
of the official withdrawal of the University and, thus, the close of the proceedings. 
The decorative design of Clemson's mace is derived from the ceremonial maces carried 
by heads of state and church in the Middle Ages. Its basic clublike shape, however, is 
much more ancient, probably going back to man's prehistory. It is made of walnut wood 
and silver, with the seal of the University in gold and the University colors represented 
by insets of carnelian (orange) and amethyst (purple). Amethyst is also the state stone of 
South Carolina. 
The Presidential chain and seal is symbolic of the authority vested in the office of 
president by the governing body of the University. Only the University President may 
wear it, and while wearing it he speaks for the whole body of the institution. Clemson's 
chain and seal are made of silver and gold, and carnelian and amethyst. 
The batons of the college marshals also descend from medieval "staffs of office" which 
were carried by the senior members of departments of state or church. They display the 
seal of the University and the symbolic color of the discipline to which the college 
belongs. Clemson's batons are made of walnut wood and silver with the various 
disciplines inset with enamel. 
The University regalia were designed and executed by Mr. Robert Ebendorf. Mr. 
Ebendorf is twice winner of the Tiffany Award and one of the most acclaimed goldsmiths 
of our era. The enamel plaques for the batons were executed by the late Professor 
Marshall C. Bell, and the lapidary work was executed by the late Mr. C. C. Wilson of 
Clemson University. 
CANDIDATES FOR THE DOCTOR'S DEGREES 
). BRUCE RAFERT, Dean, Graduate School 
COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE, FORESTRY, AND LIFE SCIENCES 
DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY 
Biochemistry 
Richard C1.mley L<lughlin Greensboro, SC 
B.S., Stetson University 
Disscrrarion: Identification and Characterization of Lipid Microdomains in the Human Pathogen Entamoeba histolytica 
Advisor: Dr. L Temesvari 
Entomology 
Taty;ma Scrgeevna Vshivkova Vladivostok, Russia 
B.S., M.S., Far East Srare University 
Dis.serration: Phylogeny of Family Limnephilidae (Insecta: Trichoptera) with Emphasis on Tribe Limnephilini (Subfamily 
Limnephilinae) 
Advisor: Dr. J. Morse 
Environmental Toxicology 
Tham Chung Hoang Hanoi, Vietnam 
B.S., Hanoi College of Natural Sciences; M.S., C lemson University 
Dissertation: Toxicity of Pulsed Mera! Exposures in Aquatic Ecosystems: Development of a Predictive Model Based on the Responses 
of Daphnia magna 
Advisor: Dr. S. Klaine 
Ryan Ross Otter Monore, Ml 
B.S., M.S., Michigan State University 
Dissercation: Spatial Characterization of Biomarkers in a Contaminated Watershed: Usefulness in Ecological Risk Assessments 
Advisor: Dr. S. Klaine 
Sarah Elizabeth Sundberg Alpharetta, GA 
B.S., M.S., University of Georgia 
Dissertation: Partit ioning and Toxicity of Mercury, Selenium, and Arsenic in a Constructed Wetland for Flue Gas Desulfurization 
Adv isor: Dr. S. Klaine 
Food Technology 
Derek Michael Greer Tampa, FL 
B.S., M.S., University of Florida 
Dissertation: Comparison of Novel Dist illation Methods and Traditional Distillation Methods in a Model Gin System 
Advisor: Dr. P. Dawson 
Genetics 
Donna Abernathy Lalli ________________________________ Clemson, SC 
B.S., C lemson University 
Dissertation: High Resolution Mapping of Disease Resistance in Prunus 
Advisor: Dr. A. Abbott 
Microbiology 
Michele Lynn Scotti _____________________________ Whitehouse Station, NJ 
B.S., M.S., Clemson University 
Dissertation: The Role of Human Prolactin and its Antagonist in HER2/neu Breast Cancer 
Advisor: Dr. W. Chen 
Plant and Environmental Sciences 
Joaquin Andres Chong -------~----------------------Ponce, Puerto Rico 
B.S., University of Puerto Rico; M.S., Michigan State University 
Dissertation: Modeling Poinsettia Stock Plant Canopies and their Production of Cuttings 
Advisor: Dr.]. Faust 
Plant Physiology 
Christine C. Cholewinski Murphy Seneca, SC 
B.S., Clemson University 
Dissertation: Effect of Heavy Metal Stress on Essential Oil Production of a Scented Geranium and Biological Activity of Essential 
Oils 
Advisor: Dr. N. Camper 
Wildlife and Fisheries Biology 
Michael R. Denson ________________________________ Middleboro, MA 
B.S., Long Island University; M.S., Clemson University 
Dissertation: Evaluation of Two Marking Techniques Used to Determine Survival of Red Drum Larvae Stocked into a South 
Carolina Estuary 
Advisor: Dr.]. Tomasso 
Zoology 
Timothy Brian Grabowski Waukegan, IL 
B.S., M.S., Texas A&M University 
Dissercation: Reproductive Ecology and Seasonal Migrations of Robust Redhorse in the Savannah River, Georgia~South Carolina 
Advisor: Dr. J. lsely 
Kimberly Ann Peters Billerica, MA 
B.A., Boston College; M.S., North Carolina State University 
Dissertation: Shorebird and Wading Bird Distribution, Habitat Use, and Response to Human Disturbance on a National Wildlife 
Refuge in South Carolina 
Advisor: Dr. D. Otis 
COLLEGE OF BUSINESS AND BERA VIORAL SCIENCE 
DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY 
Applied Economics 
Anca Serina Tifrea ________________________________ Zalau, Romania 
B.S., M.S., Babes-Bolyai University 
Dissertation: Pre; and ;Post Marriage Determinants of Income 
Advisor: Dr. D. Benjamin 
lndustriaVOrganizational Psychology 
Holly Suzanne Payne Lilburn, GA 
B.A., Agnes Scott College; M.S., Auburn University 
Dissertation: Putting Together the Pieces of Fit: Application of the Bandwidth-Fidelity Tradeoff to Person-Job Fit 
Advisor: Dr. M. Horvath 
COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING AND SCIENCE 
DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY 
Bioengineering 
Binatajoddar __________________________________ Charleston, SC 
B.Pharm., University of Poona; M.BioMed. Engr., Jadavpur University 
Dissertation: Exogenous Hyaluronan and Matrix Synthesis 
Advisor: Dr. A. Ramamurthi 
Biosystems Engineering 
(Biosystems Engineering is jointly administered by the 
College of Agriculture, Forestry, and Life Sciences and the College of Engineering and Science.) 
Burhan A. M. Niyazi Al-Madinah, Saudi Arabia 
B.S., King Saud University; M.S. 1 King Abdulaziz University; M.S., Clemson University 
Dissertation: Scheduling Variable, Rate Overhead Irrigation for Water Conservation and Application Optimization in Cotton 
Production 
Advisor: Dr. T. Owino 
Chemical Engineering 
Xiao Li Chengdu, China 
B.S., East China University of Science & Technology 
Dissertation: Biomolecule Adsorption on Molecularly Imprinted Surfaces: A Surface Plasmon Resonance Study 
Advisor: Dr. S. M. Husson 
Chemistry 
Libin Du---------~---~---:------~-------------- Erdos, China 
B.E., Tianjin University; M.S., Chinese Academy of Sciences; M.S., Clemson University 
Disserto.tion: Chemistry of Fluorinated Hypohalites, Vinyl Ethers, Formates and Other Novel Reactions 
Advisor: Dr. D. DesMarteau 
Huaping Li.,--,..,,----,-~--,,.,----.,--~,..--------------------Yingcheng, China 
B.S., Hubei Universiry; M.S., Chinese Academy of Sciences 
Dissertation: Synthesis and Properties ofFunctionalized Carbon Nanomaterials 
Advisor: Dr. Y. Sun 
Rayman Dupre Stanelle Eatonton, GA 
B.S., Georgia College & State University 
Dissertaticn: Capillary,Channeled Polymer Fibers as the Stationary Phase for High, Performance Liquid Chromatography Separations 
Advisor: Dr. K. Marcus 
Alicia Louise Skiba Thompson _____________________________ Wheeling, WV 
B.S., West Virginia University 
Dissertation: Synthesis of Non, Traditional Cannabinoids and Cannabimimetic lndoles 
Advisor: Dr. J. Huffman 
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Chemistry (continued) 
Bing Zhou =-=----,-,-----------------------------------Clemson, SC 
B.S., M.S., Tongji University 
Dissertation: Spectroscopic Studies of Functionalized Fullerenes and Carbon Nanotubes 
Advisor: Dr. Y. Sun 
Computer Science 
Neil Wayne Kassel _________________________________ Carbondale, IL 
B.S., Southern Illinois University; M.S., Air Force Institute 
Dissertation: An Approach to Automate Test Case Generation from Structured Use Cases 
Advisor: Dr. B. Malloy 
Zhenyu Xu ___________________________________ Shanghai, China 
B.S., Shanghai J iaotong University; M.S., Clemson University 
Dissertation: Self;Stabilizing Algorithms 
Advisor: Dr. P. Srimani 
Electrical Engineering 
Charles Leslie Bopp III -------------------------------Chamblee, GA 
B.S., M.S., Clemson University 
Dissertation: Investigation of Coupling to Thin Wires in Coaxial/Circular Cylindrical Cavities 
Advisor: Dr. C. Butler 
Michael Lee Mclntyre ________________________________ Bardstown, KY 
B.S. 1 M.S., University of Louisville 
Dissertation: Lyapunov;Based Nonlinear Control of Mechatronic Systems 
Advisor: Dr. D. Dawson 
Environmental Engineering and Science 
Wei Cheng Clemson, SC 
B.S., M.S., Zhengzhou University 
Dissertation: Removal of Dissolved Natural Organic Matter by Modified Activated Carbons 
Advisor: Dr. T. Karanfil 
Deborah A. Falca Seneca, SC 
B.A., Franklin and Marshall College; M.S., University of California - Berkeley 
Dissertation: Carcinogenic Risk Assessment of Naturally Occurring Radioactive Materials in Drinking Water 
Advisor: Dr. R. Fjeld 
William Charles Hiatt Hendersonville, NC 
B.S., Purdue University; M.S., Clemson University; M.B.A. Western Carolina University 
Dissertation: Activated Sludge Modeling for Elevated Nitrogen Conditions 
Advisor: Dr. C. Grady 
Lara D. Hughes St Wendel, Germany 
B.S., Lander University; M.S., Clemson University 
Dissertation: Radionuclide Sensors for Monitoring of Pertechnetate in Aqueous Solutions: Characterization of Detector 
Configurations and Data Analysis Methods 
Advisor: Dr. T. De Vol 
Industrial Engineering 
Patricia Antonia Cavedo Randall Summerville, SC 
B.S., Charleston Southern University; M.S., Clemson University 
Dissertation: Adaptive Crossover Selection in Genetic Algorithms: Its Application to the Scheduling of Serial Batches on Unrelatec 
Parallel Machines 
Advisor: Dr. M. Kurz 
Robert Glenn Randall, Jr. Wagener, SC 
B.S., Charleston Southern University; M.S., Clemson University 
Dissertation: Single and Multiple Objective Scheduling Methods for Railyards with Earliness and Tardiness Concerns 
Advisor: Dr. M. Kurz 
Materials Science and Engineering 
Jiqiang Xia ____________________________________ Clemson, SC 
B.S., M.S., Dalian University of Technology 
Dissertation: Synthesis and Stop Band Tuning Application of Colloidal Photonic Crystal 
Advisor: Dr. S. Foulger 
Yurong Ying ____________________________________ Clemson, SC 
B.S., Jilin University 
Dissertation: Studies on Photonic Crystal Composites: Fabrication and Applications 
Advisors: Dr. S. Foulger 
Dr. D. Smith, Jr. 
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Mathematical Sciences 
Wei Lin ----~--~~~-~-~~-~~=--~---------------Fuzhou, China 
B.S., University of Science & Technology - China; M.S., Clemson University 
Dissertation: Statistical Inference for Single-Index Models 
Advisor: Dr. K. Kulasekera 
Alan Mark Thomas Tucker, GA 
B.S., M.A., University of Georgia 
Dissertation: Inverse Problems for Partial Differential Equations Arising in Optical Imaging for Highly Scattering Media 
Adviso" Dr. T. Khan 
Mechanical Engineering 
Srikant Srinivasan Mannargudi, India 
B.E., Sambalpur University; M.S., Clemson University 
Dissertation: On the Heat Conduction in Semiconducting Films at Micron and Nanometer Length Scales through Parallel 
Simulations of the BTE and MD 
Advisor: Dr. R. Miller 
Physics 
Jessica Crist Lair _______________________________ Charlton Heights, WV 
B.S., West Virginia Institute of Technology; M.S., Clemson University 
Dissertation: An Observational Analysis of the Late Light Curves of Normal Type la Supernovae 
Advisor: Dr. M. Leising 
Qi Lu _____________________________________ Shanghai, China 
B.S., Shanghai Jiaotong University; M.S., Clemson University 
Dissertation: An Explorator7 Study of Interfacing Carbon Nanotubes with Biological Systems 
Advisors: Dr. L. Larcom 
Dr. P. Ke 
Simon C. Schuler ~---------~-~---------------------Hastings, MI 
B.S., University of Miami; M.S., University of Nevada-Las Vegas 
Dissertation: Chemical Abundances of Solar-Type Dwarfs in Open Clusters 
Advisor: Dr.). King 
Nico let a Zina Sorloaica Clemson, SC 
B.S., M.S., University Alexandru loan Cuza; M.S., Clemson University 
Dissertation: Experimental and Theoretical Optimization of the Thermoelectric Figure of Merit of Heavily Doped TiNiSn Alloys 
Advisor: Dr. T. Tritt 
COLLEGE OF HEALTH, EDUCATION, AND HUMAN DEVELOPMENT 
DOCTOR OF EDUCATION 
Career and Technology Education 
Brian Dale Swords Liberty, SC 
B.B.A., Southern Wesleyan University; M.H.R.D, Clemson University 
Dissertation: Using the ASSET and Comprehensive Studies Courses to Predict Success in Online Business Technology Courses at 
Tri-County Technical College 
Advisor: Dr. C. Poston 
DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY 
Curriculum and Instruction 
Kirsten Elizabeth Bemasconi ____________________________ Highland Mills, NY 
B.S., Lock Haven University of Pennsylvania; M.S., Clemson University 
Dissertation: Proportional Reasoning of High School Students from Rural, Low Income Areas 
Advisor: Dr. R. Horton 
Lance Jones Porter __________________________________ Six Mile, SC 
B.A., M.Ed., Clemson University 
Dissertation: The Instructional Validity of a Web-Based Progress Monitoring System 
Advisor: Dr. P. Stecker 
Scott Erwin Walker~-~~-~--~~-~~~-~~-----------------Marion, NC 
B.A., University of North Carolina - Ashville; M.S., Clemson University 
Dissertation: Statistical Reasoning of College Students and the Effects of Mathematics Courses upon their Use of Heuristics 
Advisor: Dr. R. Horton 
Rosemary K. Wicker _________________________________ Laurens, SC 
B.S., Lmder University; M.S., University of New Orleans 
Dissertation: Do Science Coaches Promote Inquiry-based Instruction in the Elementary Science Classroom? 
Advisor: Dr. W. Leonard 
4 
Educational Leadership 
Sherry Smith Biggers---,..,--,---=--=-,.--,-,----------------------------Central, SC 
B.S., Auburn Universicy; M.A.T., Duke University 
Dissercacion: Does Success in a Prerequisite Course Predict Success in Calculus? 
Advisoro Dr. J. Flanigan 
Marjorie McAlhaney Dowd Greenville, SC 
B.A., University ofSouch Carolina; M.A., The Citadel 
Dissertation: The Relationship between Work Motivation and Leadership Practices among Graduaces of a Master's Degree Program 
Advisor: Dr. F. Keels-Williams 
Charles Lowry Mclafferty Orangeburg, SC 
B.S., University ofNebraska~Lincoln; B.S., Western Kentucky Universicy; M.B.A., Northwestern University 
Dissertation: The Technical College Image in South Carolina 
Advisor: Dr. R. Marion 
Dora Ellen Shelton Royal Seneca, SC 
B.A., M.Ed., Clemson University 
Dissertation: An Hiscorical Study of the Development, lmplementacion, and Effects on School Districts of che South Carolina 
School and Discrict Report Cards as Mandaced by the Education Accountability Act of 1998 
Advisor: Dr. J. Flanigan 
Dennis Wiese Springfield, IL 
B.S., M.A., Illinois Stace University 
Dissertation: The Spiricualicy of Masters Candidates in Student Affairs Preparation Programs at Southern Institutions: 
A Quantitative Analysis 
Advisor: Dr. T. Cawthon 
Parks, Recreation, and Tourism Management 
Aloyce K. Nzuki Dar~Es~Salaam, Tanzania 
B.S., Makerere Universicy; M.S., University of Surrey 
Dissertation: A Consumer Situational Analysis: The Influence of Young Children on the Purchase of Travel to Overseas 
Destinations 
Advisor: Dr. K. Backman 
Lauren Amanda Whitt _______________________________ Birmingham, AL 
B.A., M.Ed., Vanderbilt University 
Dissertation: Resiliency Skills in Women's College Soccer Players 
Advisor: Dr. L. Allen 
Marian Hinnant Wooten ---~,-----:--~-~----------------------Clemson, SC 
B.A., Clemson University; M.A., Florida State Universicy 
Dissertation: The Contribution of Object and Setting to che Meaning of a Cultural Tourism Special Event 
Advisor: Dr. W. Norman 
GRADUATE SCHOOL 
DOCTOR OF PHIL.SOPHY 
Policy Studies 
Ahjond Stefan Garmescani ,-----,,--,-,-------,-=-----:c---o-=:---=,---:---::----,-,-------------Huntington, WV 
B.A., Emory University; M.S., Universicy of Florida; J.D., Florida Scace University 
Dissertacion: Structure and Dynamics in Complex Syscems 
Advisor: Dr. C. Allen 
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CANDIDATES FOR THE MASTER'S DEGREE 
J. BRUCE RAFERT, Dean, Graduate School 
COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE, FORESTRY, AND LIFE SCIENCES 
MASTER OF AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION 
Nathan Hubert Bellamy lll _________ Loris, SC Margaret Louise Shelton _______ Bladenboro, NC 
Brian D. Cunningham Taylors, SC 
MASTER OF SCIENCE 
Agricultural and Applied Economics 
Edward T. McNair, Jr. Gable, SC 
Entomology 
James Andrew Korecki __________ Mesa, AZ Khalidur Rahman __________ Atlanta, GA 
Environmental Toxicology 
Ryan Patrick Jones Columbia, SC 
Food, Nutrition, and Culinary Sciences 
Abel Caballero ____________ Lima, Peru Hope Locklair Dangerfield ------ Mt Pleasant, SC 
Mary Beth Cox Lexington, KY 
Forest Resources 
Thomas Adam Coates Campobello, SC 
Packaging Science 
Randall R. Allen ___________ Clemson, SC Brian Wayne Matthews ______ West Columbia, SC 
Plant and Environmental Sciences 
Karen Elizabeth Bussey _______ North Augusta, SC Jane Renee Keydoszius _______ Birmingham, AL 
Jonathan Kenneth Croft Williston, SC 
Wildlife and Fisheries Biology 
Lisa Mae Ferguson _________ Stone Harbor, NJ Jon C. Swaim ____________ Anderson, SC 
Kathryn Anne Parmentier Green Bay, WI 
Zoology 
Kelly Lynn Burkey _________ Lavale, MD 
COLLEGE OF ARCHITECTURE, ARTS, AND HUMANITIES 
MASTER OF ARCHITECTURE 
Justin Andrew Abrams _________ Joanna, SC Louis Joseph Markovic __________ Mars, PA 
Allen Aldon Buie Spartanburg, SC Paul Robinson Massengill Powdersville, SC 
Mark Stephen Cone Fountain Valley, CA Burgess Anthony Metcalf Powdersvi tle, SC 
Thomas Francis Corrado Silver Spring, MD Anindita Mukherjee Mumbai, India 
Matthew David Fitzpatrick Atlanta, GA Yuko Murata Hiroshima, Japan 
Nicholas Joseph Galizia Spartanburg, SC Michael Bryon Osman Winston~Salem, NC 
Megan Marie Gerend Wisconsin Rapids, WI Thomas Orion Parham Florence, SC 
Michael R. Goll Greenville, SC Raghavendran Ramachandran Hyderabad, India 
Anne Rachel Singer Guarcello Pendleton, SC Edward Hays Reynolds Greenville, SC 
Don Anthony Guarcello Pendleton, SC Sara Ashworth Robinson Rock Hill, SC 
Randolph Sims Key, Jr. Florence, SC Stephen Frederick Roth Madison, NJ 
Janie Lovette Kronk Minford, OH Ryan Joshua Selwa Ccnway, SC 
Dipti Subhash Kulkarni Pune, India Jamal Kareem Shaukat Columbus, GA 
Amy Katherine Laffey Unionvi lle, PA Fred Henry Shute ti Lancaster, SC 
Angela Marie Levinsky Dekalb, IL Jonathan W. Thompson Pendleton, SC 
Damien Urain Linnen Georgetown, SC Jerry Lee Traino Harrisburg, PA 
Robert Andrew Lucas Conway, SC Lindsay T uckfield Aiken, SC 
Joseph Thomas Lutz Cincinnati, OH Timothy Michael Wiley Minerva, OH 
Marjorie Hansen Manucy Charleston, SC Simons Waring Young Charleston, SC 
MASTER OF CITY AND REGIONAL PLANNING 
Russell Scott Adams __________ Augusta, GA Lenolon Edge ________ North Myrtle Beach, SC 
Elinor Almeida Jacksonville, NC Christine Robin Hamlett Boston, MA 
Nicole Adrienne Bourassa Somerset, MA Angela Marie Mathias Seattle, WA 
Paula Michelle Branyon Anderson, SC Paul David Stockwell Clarksville, VA 
Mark R. Brown Clifton, NJ Samantha Lynn Stoney Rockville, MD 
Erin Michelle Comstock West Des Moines, IA Stephan ie Breen Wagner Greenville, SC 
Benjamin Warren Cotton Charleston, SC 
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MASTER OF CONSTRUCTION SCIENCE AND MANAGEMENT 
George Howard Bunch ________ Lynchburg, VA Richard Brian Stancil ---------- Sumcer, SC 
William Douglas Gardner Orange Park, FL Rodolfo Valdes Vasquez Panama Cicy, Panama 
Manmadh Rebba Hyderabad, India 
MASTER OF REAL EST A TE DEVELOPMENT 
(Masler of Real Estate Development is joincly administered by the 
College of Architecture, Arts, and Humanities and the College of Business and Behaviora l Science.) 
Jason Keich Armscrong ______ Hickory Tavern, SC Justin Robert Hirsch _______ Pawley's Island, SC 
Randall Paul Cox Hayward, CA Sean Christopher Luther Pittsburgh, PA 
Michael Chastain Freeland Greenville, SC Deborah Jean Schadel Syracuse, NY 
MASTER OF FINE ARTS 
Visual Arts 
Warner Fusselle Hyde --------Spartanburg, SC Talbot E. Selby ----------- Clinton, MS 
Daniel Wilford McDonald Boise, ID 
MASTER OF ARTS 
English 
Karen Ann Ardis ___________ Pickens, SC Patrick James Morton __________ Central, SC 
Clinton Wayne Boswell Saskatchewan, Canada Rebecca Elizabeth Powell Seneca, SC 
Jennifer Lauren Collins Midlothian, VA Samuel Stenger Renken Stanton, NE 
Amy Elizabeth Gibb Gaffney, SC Jason G. Rivers Detroit, Ml 
Jane Elizabeth Gladden West Union, SC Kimberly J. Simms Greenville, SC 
Holly Elizabeth Hayes Spartanburg, SC Elizabeth Anderson Stansell Greenville, SC 
Allison Renee Kellar Greenville, SC Jason Allen Walter Summerville, SC 
AmandaJayne McLeod McBee, SC Cara Jill Wrenn Easley, SC 
History 
Christopher Michael Huber _______ Lexington, SC Joshua Grier Uhall __________ Due West, SC 
Professional Communication 
Ardyce Elaine Alspach ---------Beaufort, SC Lauren Michelle McLaughlin ---,,--,-Anderson, SC 
Jared James Christensen Central, SC Michael Eric Rodgers Batesburg-Leesville, SC 
Cacti Jo Mingee Collins Bloomington, IN Elizabeth Emery Wright Montpelier, VA 
Jessica Renee Hicks Colonial Heights, VA 
MASTER OF SCIENCE 
Architecture 
Alexis Denise Gregory------ Washington, OC 
Historic Preservation 
(Master of Science in Historic Preservation is jointly administered by 
C lemson University and University of Charleston.) 
Adrienne Nicole Jacobsen Wayzata, MN Cameron Stewart Schwabencon _____ Greensboro, NC 
Angela Rae Kleinschmidt Missoula, MT Joshua Aaron Skinner Greenwood, SC 
Jennifer-Kristi McDavitt Mortensen_ Upper Saddle River, NJ Celeste Euretta Wiley Central, SC 
COLLEGE OF BUSINESS AND BEHAVIORAL SCIENCE 
MASTER OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION 
Patrick Ross Carrington San Francisco, CA John Ervin Mickler lll Greenville, SC 
Prashant Anantrai Chandarana Clemson, SC William Lee Moody North Augusta, SC 
Brian Michael Collie Summerville, SC Tina LeAnne Fogle Mostertz Clemson, SC 
Mark S. Cook Greenwood, SC Bradley W. Nelson Greenville, SC 
Naomi E. Cushman Caribou, ME Vien Huu Nguyen Ho Chi Minh City, Vietnam 
Joshua Alan Cykert Greensboro, NC Brian Marshall Odell Belton, SC 
Melinda Davis Lux Greenville, SC Sangeeta Kirit Patel Birmingham, AL 
Courtney Clare Dearborn Little Rock, AR Mary Caroline Patten Taylors, SC 
Nicholas James Deprimio Chesnee, SC Manmohan Madanamohanan Pozhickal ___ Clemson, SC 
Malay V. Deshpande Pune, India Douglas Michael Richter Rockville Centre, NY 
Murray William Dodd Greenville, SC Paul Steven Rochefort Massena, NY 
Casey Jonathan Frid Austin, MN Victoria Grace Schmitz Sterling Heights, Ml 
Xiang Gao Shandong, China Katherine Dunwody Sloan Jasper, GA 
Sinan Gider Istanbul, Turkey Erik Emanuel Smith Lexington, KY 
Austin Lee Guest Anderson, SC Kallan O'Bryan Smith Anderson, SC 
Matthew T. Hammond Simpsonville, SC William Blake Timanus Fountain Inn, SC 
Robert Wesley Hardy Central, SC Christopher William Wayne Spartanburg, SC 
Millicent Lovell Hilburn Spartanburg, SC Sara Danielle Webster Taylors, SC 
Candace Anne Hutchinson ____ Pine Knoll Shores, NC William Michael Wess Taylors, SC 
Susan Jones Scottsboro, AL Robert Christopher Wiksell Mt Pleasant, SC 
Kimberly Susan Kirk Conway, SC 
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MASTER OF PROFESSIONAL ACCOUNTANCY 
Leigh Gray Dodson -,----------=-Six Mile, SC Jason Reid McMillin __________ Seneca, SC 
Christopher Jody Hazel Greenwood, SC Hope Michael Yoder Greenville, SC 
MASTER OF PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION 
(Master of Public Administration is jointly administered by 
Clemson University and the University of South Carolina.) 
Carson R. Beene ----------Greenville, SC Rebecca De Vita ____________ Easley, SC 
MASTER OF ARTS 
Economics 
Irina Daniela Ionescu _________ Clemson, SC Matthew Toliver Owings _________ Greer, SC 
Jeremiah C. Linscott Columbus, IN 
MASTER OF SCIENCE 
Applied Psychology 
Thomas Lee Carpenter, Jr. ______ Eaton Rapids, MI Matthew Richard Millard ________ Central, SC 
Ashanti Renee Edwards Miami, FL Jennifer Marie Pappas Chester, NY 
Hailey A. Herleman Easley, SC Carrie Elizabeth Robertson Fayetteville, AR 
Applied Sociology 
Tiffany Marie Wilburn Chagrin Falls, OH 
Graphic Communications 
Michelle Suki Bost __________ Columbia, SC jay Kelly Sperry ___________ Pendleton, SC 
Justin Erin Green Asheville, NC 
Management 
jack Shane Taylor __________ Elgin, SC 
COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING AND SCIENCE 
MASTER OF ENGINEERING 
Electrical Engineering 
Curtis Laval Nelson Goose Creek, SC 
MASTER OF SCIENCE 
Bioengineering 
Jennifer Marie Gordon ________ Lexington, SC Aaron). Koslin __________ Birmingham, AL 
Sarah Anne Hamilton Chapin, SC Jeremy John Mercuri Avon, CT 
Carissa Jill Hasselbring Skokie, IL Heather Lee Nichols Seneca, SC 
Arnold Johnston Hite, Jr. ohn's Island, SC Shila Michelle Taylor Birmingham, AL 
Biosystems Engineering 
(Biosystems Engineering is jointly administered by the 
College of Agriculture, Forestry, and Life Sciences and the College of Engineering and Science.) 
Daniel Wright Hancock, Jr. _______ Chapin, SC Jared David Powell __________ Kenner, LA 
Chemical Engineering 
James P. Eickhoff ________ Chicago Heights, IL Bradley Patrick Harris _________ Canyon, TX 
Chemistry 
Barbara Anne Harruff ________ Dayton, OH 
Civil Engineering 
William Kilgore Bean ________ Spartanburg, SC Nathan Everett Morrow --------- Valrico, FL 
Parth Pravinbhai Bhavsar Clemson, SC Blake Jonathan Pantuck Medfield, MA 
France Adrian Campbell Piedmont, SC Sourabh Sandeep Patki Clemson, SC 
Ryan Thomas Eckenrode Columbia, SC Michael Albert Purnam Hanahan, SC 
Ryan Nicholas Fries Ocean Township, NJ Hongtao Qi Renqiu, China 
Jason Dale Gregorie Charleston, SC Yashu Rastogi Dhaulpur, India 
Matthew Carlisle Harrell Blythewood, SC Warren Alfred Rohloff Ladson, SC 
lmran Mushtaque lnamdar Clemson, SC Mark Thomas Sorrell Brandon, MS 
Sachin D. Katkar Clemson, SC Christopher Michael Strang Charleston, SC 
Philip Laroche King Folly Beach, SC Thomas Patrick Swindler North Charleston, SC 
Nisha Padmanabhan Mohanan Trivandrun, India George Waluskiewicz Simpsonville, SC 
Computer Engineering 
Brett Abbott Farnum ________ ~~ Seneca, SC Brijesh Aiyappan Pillai --~-----Mumbai, India 
Daniel Ryan Galloway Greenwood, SC Ramakrishnan Paranji Ravindran Chennai, India 
Md Ahsan Kabeer Central, SC Bradley Wade Settlemyer Morganton, NC 
Sebastien Lafontant Valley Stream, NY 
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Computer Science 
Arun Muralidhar Acharya ______ -o Mumbai, India john Wesley Forester McPherson _____ Knoxville, TN 
Akhil Aggarwal Dehradun, India Bhargavi Panjala Hyderabad, India 
Nelljemay Beatty Seneca, SC John Ashley Parramore Valdosta, GA 
George Glatt IV Spartanburg, SC Kshama Gajanan Pawar Mumbai, India 
Neil Spencer Harmon Anderson, SC Rapeeporn Payattakool Easley, SC 
john Philip Heminghous Saginaw, Ml Dhavalkumar Manharlal Shah Clemson, SC 
Navdeep Singh Johar Hyderabad, India Michael Eugene Springfield Easley, SC 
Kiran V LB Kanakadandi Hyderabad, India Venkata Raja Kumar Vasireddi Clemson, SC 
Terry Dean May Pikeville, KY 
Electrical Engineering 
Pradeep Bechanahalli Gangadhar Clemson, SC Nikhil Shashank Karkhanis ______ Dombivli, India 
Xihua Chen Clemson, SC jawone Anthony Kennedy Central, SC 
Thomas Henry Cordelia Silver Spring, MD Shrikanth Mohan Clemson, SC 
Soumya Dasgupta North Augusta, SC Pratap Murali Chennai, India 
Swetha Raman Ganapathi Clemson, SC Jason Mathew Reneau Murphysboro, IL 
Neha Niteen Ghodke Mumbai, India Brian Philip Robertson Liberty, SC 
George Winton Grimes, Jr. Blythewood, SC Shruti Shashikant Sane Clemson, SC 
Robin Maureen McDonnell Grimes __ Southern Pines, NC Pinky Darshanlal Tejwani Clemson, SC 
Christopher J. Hall Rock Hill, SC Utham Vingnani Chennai, India 
Prashant jagannathan Clemson, SC Xiao Wan Hefei, China 
Hariprasad Kannan Chennai, India 
Environmental Engineering and Science 
Robert Michael Green ___________ York, SC Gari Nitin Lolap -~--------- Pune, India 
Ashley Lenora Haselden Charleston, SC Garrett O'Malley Louthan Richmond, VA 
Saugath Lahiri Clemson, SC Amanda Milam Padgett Anderson, SC 
Hydrogeology 
James Michael Stephen Foley _______ Hudson, OH Allen Dean McElroy ________ Albuquerque, NM 
Stephanie Brevard Jones Charleston, SC Laura Elizabeth Ober Elizabethtown, PA 
Richard Alan Mayer, Jr. Easley, SC Darby Jean Vanantwerp Attica, Ml 
Industrial Engineering 
Santosh Ambaraya Astagi _______ Mumbai, India Erdem Kalender Ozgul. _________ Clemson, SC 
lshita Maheshkumar Desai Spartanburg, SC Rachana S. Rele Mumbai, India 
Pratik Pradyuman Goradia Bombay, India Deepak Narendra Tirumalasetty Hyderabad, India 
Arun Muralykrishnan Clemson, SC 
Materials Science and Engineering 
Urpal Ajay Deole ___________ Pune, India Sandeep Chandrakant Sant _______ Baroda, India 
john Michael Houchins Central, SC 
Mathematical Sciences 
Patriciajeannette Buder ________ Columbia, SC Megan Lee Koehler _________ Greenville, SC 
Allison Marie Diana Moon Township, PA Timothy James Krueger Princeton, WI 
Thomas Joseph Fisher Baltimore, MD Melissa Marie Matthews Hollidaysburg, PA 
Rosanna Marie Gould Clearbrook, VA Bonnie Catherine McAdoo Highland, MD 
Xiang Han Shanghai, China Nilanjana Rahman Dhaka, Bangladesh 
Jennifer Kay Salyer Houchins Blountville, TN Angela Dawn Starrett Central, SC 
Sheila Fatameh Jonas Clemson, SC 
Mechanical Engineering 
Clint Calvin Batson ---------Pearisburg, VA Raymond Everett McDonnell Ill ___ Maynardville, TN 
Reginald Andrew Harris Florence, SC Lance Middleton Powers Timmonsville, SC 
Jay Michael Jakupca Clemson, SC Nithya Arulmozhi Sivasubramanian ___ Coimbatore, India 
Eric Fleming Johnson Mauldin, SC Justin Clark Smith Chesnee, SC 
Yuri Carville Kowalski Turner, ME James Brett Thompson Chapin, SC 
Diana Maria Lang Trier, Germany Timothy James Troy Schuylkill Haven, PA 
Justin Lawrence Lapp Menomonie, WI John Hardin Wilkins Gaffney, SC 
Physics 
Abigail Ruby Daane __________ Portland, OR Joshua James Melgaard-------- Carlsbad, NM 
Kiran V Garimella Westford, MA Kathryn Ann Schallhorn Rochester, NY 
Liyu Guo Clemson, SC Changyuan Wang Shenyang, China 
jun Lin Shanghai, China 
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COLLEGE OF HEALTH, EDUCATION, AND HUMAN DEVELOPMENT 
MASTER OF ARTS IN TEACHING 
Middle Grades Education 
Danielle Denise Alston ________ Columbia, SC Carina Eyve Lilly __________ Lakeridge, VA 
Kevin James Armstrong Greenville, SC Joshua Scott Loso Simpsonville, SC 
Jennifer Brooke Baxter Easley, SC Kristine Savill Matthews Seneca, SC 
Jeremy David Benjamin Easley, SC Amy Leigh Montgomery Beaufort, SC 
Meridith Kahle Bright Seneca, SC Natalie Michelle Odom Aiken, SC 
Wes William Combs Anderson, SC William Jason Osborne Turbeville, SC 
Martha Wylie Crane Walhalla, SC Cynthia Lin Ouzts Mt Pleasant, SC 
James S. Davidson, Jr. Charleston, SC Krista Brooke Owens Parris Spartanburg, SC 
Sallisha Larreese Dendy-Jones Greenville, SC Christopher Robin Rivardo Greenville, SC 
Dalton Amberlee Fowler Easley, SC Charles Rudolph Simpson Anderson, SC 
Darlene Lynn Hewitt Greenville, SC Jeffrey Elliott Simpson Pendleton, SC 
Katherine Agusta Holder Greenville, SC Cory Anthony Terry Greenville, SC 
Derek Scott Ihnat Anderson, SC Crystal Dawn White Seneca, SC 
Mariana Kay Latham Baton Rouge, LA Nathan William Whitworth Pickens, SC 
Yashica Rasheda Latimer Anderson, SC William Gerald Wilson Anderson, SC 
MASTER OF HUMAN RESOURCE DEVELOPMENT 
Jacqueline Diana Banks _________ Detroit, MI Tanaya Jeanette Latigue ---------Marion, SC 
Sarah Madge Beery-Rabun Atlanta, GA Jessica S. Lee Seneca, SC 
Edwin Ohanio Brown Atlanta, GA Chao-Fang Liu Taichung County, Taiwan 
Perry Duane Cooper Conyers, GA Tabatha Loren Mayne Lehi, Utah 
Brandi Leigh Couch Lancaster, SC Paul Tomas McEwen Highland, CA 
Kevin Michael Deacy Goshen, IN John W. McGee Marierta, GA 
Sunny Michelle Duffy Albany, OR Steven G. Pavao Hilo, HI 
Ryan Matthew Fenton Portland, ME Kanetra Latrice Queen Fayetteville, NC 
Peter David Fleischmann Roswell, GA Lindsey Kathryn Ricketts Pendleton, SC 
Robert Michael Foster Clifton, NJ Elton Otto Spain, Jr. Columbia, SC 
Jessica Nicole Gilbert Greenville, SC Lee Marvin Wagner Thomasville, GA 
MASTER OF PARKS, RECREATION, AND TOURISM MANAGEMENT 
Julie Marie Corley Davis Powdersville, SC 
MASTER OF EDUCATION 
Administration and Supervision 
Paige L. Baker __________ Williamston, SC William Scott Rhymer -------- Greenville, SC 
Macy Ann Daly Anderson, SC Jason Scott Warren Greenville, SC 
Counselor Education 
Tarah Anne Boulware _________ Catawba, SC Rhonda Michelle Matthews ______ Greenwood, SC 
Christopher James Bruno Duluth, GA Kimberly Ann Mega Miami, FL 
Toni Kim Bryant Anderson, SC Binta Ayanna Milner Pendleton, SC 
Lakiesa Latrelle Cantey Paxville, SC Kimberly Ann Neill Jackson, MI 
Linda Marguerite Clauss Delran, NJ Margaret Ellen Olson Sc Matthews, SC 
Monique Nicole Colclough Columbia, SC Jennifer Elizabeth Overholt Philadelphia, PA 
Nicola Jayne Cox Greer, SC Tammy Garrett Pace Gray Court, SC 
Jelani Patrice Dais Jonesboro, GA Myrtis S. Palmer Clemson, SC 
Jennifer Lonnette Evans Belton, SC Elizabeth Leaphart Poston Greer, SC 
Meredith Mclendon Fant Union, SC Macy Elizabeth Redmond Clemson, SC 
Jennifer Stevenson Green York, SC Allison Green Reed Greenville, SC 
Chrysanthemum Tribble Hill Mauldin, SC Edmund Alexander Short Bacesburg, SC 
Rebecca Claire Howard Central, SC Ginger Leann Smith Seneca, SC 
Erin Leigh Jennings North Canton, OH Brian Richard Stuart El Dorado Hills, CA 
Jennifer Carol Kendall Greenville, SC Samia Menyuon Thomas Darlington, SC 
Lauren Elizabeth Kozlik Columbia, SC Summer N. T raynum Pendleton, SC 
Rhonda K. Lisowe Chilton, WI 
Reading 
Shelley Marie Aakhus _________ Anderson, SC Megan Elizabeth Chapman ________ Nichols, SC 
Jessica Kay Lazear Blanton Liberty, SC Alison Elizabeth Hancock Arnold, CA 
Sally Marie Bozard Sc Matthews, SC 
Secondary Education 
Amanda Marlene Norris _________ Centtal, SC Victoria Michelle Foster Siniard ______ Mauldin, SC 
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MASTER OF SCIENCE 
Nursing 
Stephanie McGill Rarnhi\\ _ _____ Campobclln, SC Tina Dunccin Scheele ---------- Greer, SC 
ElizahL'th Ashley Clcvdand Seneca, SC Sumer Diane Shirley Greer, SC 
NiLulc Harris Jackson Lmdrum, SC Amy Vines Somaini Greer, SC 
Jennifer Morris Lee Seneca, SC Kimberly Marie Barden Speer Anderson, SC 
Teresa Darlene Mctrsh Sparranhurg, SC Amber Casey Tallon Spartanburg, SC 
Marian Smith McCray Easley, SC Dean Anthony Vicario Greenville, SC 
Julia Katrin Paduano Simpsonville, SC Kelli Melissa Hawkins Wilkins Greenville, SC 
Millicent Ann P1..lrtcr Grovetown, GA Inger Ferguson Williams Toccoa, GA 
Shcryn T. C. Rohinson Sumter, SC Ana Beatriz Yanes Simpsonville, SC 
Master of Parks, Recreation, and Tourism Management 
Jacqueline Mary Sykes Crystal Lake, IL 
GRADUATE SCHOOL 
MASTER OF FINE ARTS 
Digital Production Arts 
Steven J. Bushman __________ Seneca, SC Serenthia Renee Ross _________ Jackson, MS 
Christopher Oates Doehling Clemson, SC Manish Sharma Clemson, SC 
Rachel Margaret Drews Clemson, SC Joshua Adam Staples Summerville, SC 
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CANDIDATES FOR THE BACHELOR'S DEGREE 
COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE, FORESTRY, AND LIFE SCIENCES 
CALVIN LEE SCHOULTIES, Dean 
BACHELOR OF ARTS 
Bio logical Sciences 
Jordan Michael Depenbrock ______ Cincinnati, OH *Holly Dianne Long-------- - Greenville, SC 
Brandi Summer Guy Fredecce Greenwood, SC *Iris Anne Marlowe Marion, SC 
Christopher Demetrius Greggs Andrews, SC *Sarah Roberta Rush Newberry, SC 
**Matthew Tyler Lee Scranton, SC Michael Tyler Tatum Easley, SC 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
Agricultural and Applied Economics 
Ernest B. Caughman ___________ Elliott, SC *Jennifer Dianne Perdue ________ Bethune, SC 
Jonathan Allen Coleman Laurens, SC John T . Rivers Sumter, SC 
**Melan ie Susanne Hipkins Pawley's Island, SC Matthew T weed Warren Columbia, SC 
Agricultural Education 
*Michael Blake Berry ------- Fountain Inn, SC Jacques Ross Lecour~~--------Fort Mill, SC 
Christopher Reid Evans Manning, SC *Meghan Leslie McPhail Seneca, SC 
Kyle Patrick Hatcher Anderson, SC Allison J. Nance McConnells, SC 
Lisa Marie Johnson U nion, SC 
Agricultural Mechanization and Business 
Phillip Jarred Burton _________ Abbeville, SC James George Nance ~-------McConnells, SC 
Franklin Earl Harmon Clinton, SC *Andrew G ilder Wallace Greenwocx.I, SC 
Animal and Veterinary Sciences 
Sarah Evette Atkins ________ St Matthews, SC *Jacob Lawton Hunt __________ Easley, SC 
**William Algood Avrett Charleston, SC *Ian Harris Jacobson Charleston, SC 
t***Lauren Elizabeth Baldwin Orangeburg, SC Christine Elizabeth Johnson Wedgefield, SC 
Brittany A. Barrett Sumter, SC **Celia Kay Kirvin Dalzell, SC 
Chase Morrell Bennett York, SC Roland McKittrick Knight lll Greenville, SC 
Lauren A laina Broadstone Chattanooga, TN Joe Don Lake Newberry, SC 
Meredith N icole Bronner Louisville, KY **Deborah A nn Le Gette Centenary, SC 
Heather Ann Brown Aurora, IL *Michelle M. Lever Pendleton, SC 
***Melissa Ann Burnette Greer, SC Nichole Leigh McAllister Clemson, SC 
Kimberly Diane Chastain Danielsville, GA *Sara Lynn McCrabb Yorktown, VA 
Laura Ashley Drawdy Florence, SC *Rebecca Ann Plyler Rock Hill, SC 
Vivian Adair Ebenhack Westminster, SC Brandon Kent Richardson Rock Hill, SC 
Mary Katherine Farnell Blythewood, SC Kimberly Marie Routh Sandusky, OH 
Meghan K. Gaffney Norfolk, MA t**Kathryn Marie Spinapolice River Vale, NJ 
t***Kristen Jane Gorney Hartsvi lle, SC t***Katherine A lice To lbert Seneca, SC 
Leigh Calvert Hauser Fort Washington, PA ***Andrew Pickens Verdin Laurens, SC 
Sarah L. Herron Seneca, SC **Kimberly Sue Watson Aiken, SC 
*Jeanette Lee Hobby Cross Hill, SC Kathryn Emory Zenger Blythewood, SC 
*Jenn ifer Lane Hooten Simpsonville, SC 
Biochemistry 
t***Anne Katherine Abole ________ Irmo, SC Corey Lipscomb __________ Blacksburg, SC 
t**Ehsan Benrashid Concord, NC t *Julie Renee Lortz Greenville, SC 
t**Michael A. Caldwell Lexington, SC Lindsey Marie Magdanz Houston, TX 
Liiani Lee Camit Columbia, SC t •George Nathaniel Magrath Conway, SC 
t***Courtney Helena DeBruin Lexington, SC t•• Ahmed Ghouse Moh iuddin Columbia, SC 
t***Michael Robert Defee McBee, SC t*Douglas Boylston Moore Hartsville, SC 
*Stacy Lynn Fiorentini Pittsburgh, PA t**john Henry Neuffer Columbia, SC 
**Parker McLean Gaddy Winnsboro, SC t**Kelly Holt Salter Clemson, SC 
t***Peter Salvatore Gutierrez Williamscon, SC ***Ameya Nitin Samanr Greer, SC 
t*Kelly Michael Hines Knoxville, TN t*Ryan Stewart Slife Columbia, SC 
John Johnson Columbia, SC t ***Nathaniel Evan Smith Camden , SC 
*McKensie Rae Lassetter Charleston, SC 
Biological Sciences 
t***Jennifer Rose Barton _ _______ Toledo, OH Elizabeth I. Garrett-- - - ----- Spartanburg, SC 
***Sarah K. Bishop Columbia, SC *William Hampton Gibson Statesboro, GA 
t*Leeann jean Boerma Athens, GA t***Margarec W. Alexander Gray Lexington, SC 
**Robert Drake Bolen Upper Arlington, OH John Matthew Gum Central, SC 
William Bruce Greenville, SC Bryan David Hall Easley, SC 
*Constance Annie Burns Aiken, SC *Lindsey Truluck Hall Lake C ity, SC 
Lauren Anne C irino Springfield, VA **Matthew F. Halliday Roswell, GA 
*Ellen Mary Cook Easley, SC Michael Steven Hansen Central, SC 
Lauren A. Deer Beaufort, SC Brett Wesley Hill Pauline, SC 
t***Jonathan David Duncan Pickens, SC Keenan Lee Hoffmann Herndon, VA 
Roeun Eang Boiling Springs, SC Shannon Nicole Jaynes Seneca, SC 
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Biological Sciences (continued) 
Shaun David Jones ___________ Elgin, SC *Dustin Lee Rinehart __________ Saluda, SC 
t*Stephanie Lynne Knott Columbia, SC t**Patrick Philip Ryan Simpsonville, SC 
Kyle Lawrence Layman Martinez, GA t*** Alice Bryn Salter Clemson, SC 
**Christopher Preston Lee Greer, SC t**Sagar R. Shah Kilimanjaro, Tanzania 
Darby Elizabeth Lyles Spartanburg, SC **Jonathan Daniel Shoultz Columbia, SC 
Renee Marie Martin Pittston, PA *Gabrielle Lee Solek-Tefft Underhill, VT 
t**David Allen McCarty Hanahan, SC Justin L. Souther Campobello, SC 
t***Sarah Frances McClurg Tipp City, OH **Barclay Thompson Stewart Beaufort, SC 
Brittany Shaw McLaughlin Chapel Hill, NC t*William Peyton Toole Columbia, SC 
t*Garrison H. Moore Huntington, WV Shaun Robert Wahl Summerville, SC 
t***Caroline Phillips Moses Sumter, SC Kristen Carol Wallace Pendleton, SC 
Austin Daniel Newman North Augusta, SC Alison Ashley Walsh Berwyn, PA 
Jason Lamar Nifong Lexington, NC Amanda Faith Watson Edgefield, SC 
*Emerson Eugene Overstreet Summerville, SC *Emilie V. Wells McLean, VA 
Fabian Panduro Guadalajara, Mexico Lekesha Nicole Williams Anderson, SC 
James Lee Parker Simpsonville, SC Kathryn Megan Wright Myrtle Beach, SC 
*Trent Cooke Pierce Elgin, SC Graham Edward Wyatt Athens, GA 
t*Elizabeth Lauren Powell Mt Pleasant, SC t***Jennifer Lynn Zurosky Lexington, SC 
Charles F. Reese Charleston, SC 
Environmental and Natural Resources 
*Brett Alden Cogswell _______ Windermere, FL Samuel Irvin Madden ----------Hodges, SC 
Christopher Brian Davis Elgin, SC **Sabrina Denise Madore Manahawkin, NJ 
Gina Danielle Ferrugia Ocean Township, NJ *William Andrews McAngus Chapin, SC 
t**Amelia Clayton French Aiken, SC **Jonathan W. Putman Spartanburg, SC 
Mary Savilla Hobby Cross Hill, SC Charles Porcher Stoney Johns Island, SC 
*Courtney E. Jackson Hilton Head Island, SC Travis Wesley Williams Easley, SC 
Food Science 
Vanessa Erin Coulter _________ Columbia, SC *Emily Lynn Rea _________ ~Knoxville, TN 
Susan Higgins Denton Hickory Grove, SC *Eric Michael Remsrer Fort Wayne, IN 
Elizabeth Ellen Elliott Sr Matthews, SC Natalie Joy Rossi Charlotte, NC 
**Ana E. Harris Summerville, SC Megan Ranzie Schumpert Saluda, SC 
Lindsey Michelle Helms Florence, SC *Kathryn Jane Stumbaugh Richmond, VA 
*Heather Michelle Johnson Kingstree, SC *Leslie Ann Templeton Cleveland, TN 
Tenise Nicole Murray Goose Creek, SC Sarah Lyn Tuten Early Branch, SC 
**Vandelyn Kay Nichols Garden City, SC ***Carrie Leigh West Greenville, SC 
Elizabeth Ann Phillips Huntersville, NC ***Adrienne Nicole Wimbrow Piedmont, SC 
Forest Resource Management 
**Brandon Ross Arrington ________ Laurens, SC Matthew Bryan Harris _________ Pomaria, SC 
William Carl Barrett Gulfport, MS James L. Nichols Chapin, SC 
Benjamin Denard Benrley Tignall, GA Joshua D. O'T uel Bennettsville, SC 
Gregory Lynn Copeland Laurens, SC *Dan Roland Peeples Ill Ridgeland, SC 
Charles Corbin Crittenden Lexington, SC Terrell Alton Smith Varnville, SC 
James Robert Douglas Ill Hampton, SC *John Andrew Sunday Conway, SC 
Genetics 
**Andrew Kenneth Lawton _______ Cleveland, SC ***Ameya Nicin Samant _________ Greer, SC 
Horticulture 
*Amber Lee Becht.---------~-Clemson, SC John Norman Owens Ill ______ Boiling Springs, SC 
Bradley Tyson Eckley Bishopville, SC Bradley Hawkins Page Woodruff, SC 
Joseph Lowry Love II Gaffney, SC Emily Rae Priest Long Creek, SC 
Samuel Josiah Milleman Charleston, SC Kerrie Ruth Margaret Walker Kendall, NY 
*Christopher Lawrence Moss Walhalla, SC Phillip Adrian Zellner Greenville, SC 
Microbiology 
t***Srerson Reed Bickley _______ Columbia, SC Krystal La Toya Hill _______ Virginia Beach, VA 
Christopher Robert Bryson Seneca, SC *Ashley Elizabeth Kaiser Clemson, SC 
t**Ellen Jane Chapin Aiken, SC t***Courtney Michelle Lee Manning, SC 
Danielle Rae Craig Greenville, SC Andrea Marie Martinelli Monona, WI 
t*Angela Sue Crawford Hagerstown, MD Jaclyn Alicia Mauser Robesonia, PA 
t**Carolyn Gaynelle Durham Landrum, SC Thomas Terez McCullough Salters, SC 
**Andrew Franklin Elvington Spartanburg, SC **Sarah Gale McLeod Cayce, SC 
Adam Michael Gude Manning, SC Melissa Ryan Palmer Greer, SC 
*Michael Gregory Guindon Fort Pierce, FL Shabnam A. Pourmand Mauldin, SC 
Barak Wallcer Gunter Landrum, SC **Bayan M. Yaktieen Anderson, SC 
Packaging Science 
Brancley Forrest Carter, Jr. ______ Timmonsville, SC Kelli Dawn Pearce __________ Greenwood, SC 
Alicia Kristen Cucler Seneca, SC Michael Justin Reaves Greenwood, SC 
*Kyle David Dunno Aiken, SC Jonathan Eugene Senn York, SC 
Jason Dearing Hinchman Anderson, SC Carolyn Elizabeth Sinnott Lexington, SC 
Michael Jeffery Huggins Latta, SC Ryan Patrick Walker Mountville, SC 
Andrew Joseph Kessler Sc Albans, WV *Laura Elizabeth Winn Lexington, SC 
Bonnie Rose McMascer,Bigum Dalzell, SC 
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Pre .. Professional Studies 
Karen Marie Fields __________ Bluffton, SC t*Jessica Davis Tomlinson------- Florence, SC 
Angela Gail Kicidis Union, SC Thomas David Tomlinson, Jr. Florence, SC 
George Weston Mcfaddin Manning, SC 
Turfgrass 
Bennett Alan Croy ___________ Boise, ID Christopher P. O'Connor _________ York, SC 
James William Hodges Central, SC William Ryan Russell Greenville, SC 
William Joseph Monts III Irmo, SC 
Wildlife and Fisheries Biology 
Brad Jason Carey Clemson, SC Tiffany Nicole McClanahan ______ Summerville, SC 
Brent Thomas Carey Clemson, SC Charles Jared McKnight Georgetown, SC 
Christopher Alan Chumbley, Sr. ____ Cincinnati, OH Robert Jarrod Mills Blair, SC 
Benjamin Tripp Harris Rock Hill, SC Amy Lynn Mlinar Seneca, SC 
Mary Savilla Hobby Cross Hill, SC Elizabeth A. Oliver Easley, SC 
William Nathan Hutson Conway, SC *Carly Ann Showalter Due West, SC 
Adam Dickson Kelley Columbia, SC t*Jennifer Marie Thomsen Randolph, NJ 
James Bradley Lane Marion, SC *Jeffrey Alan Vissage Pelzer, SC 
**Richard Todd Layton Greenville, SC Brandon M. Zachry Columbia, SC 
Daniel Van Madray Hanahan, SC 
COLLEGE OF ARCHITECTURE, ARTS, AND HUMANITIES 
JANICE CERVELLI SCHACH, Dean 
BACHELOR OF FINE ARTS 
Lewis Quay Baxter III ________ Greenville, SC *Samantha Marie Saylor _______ Youngstown, OH 
**Bethany Collins Flagg Seneca, SC Nicole Caroline Terry Griffin, GA 
*Jamie Lee Gillespie Liberty, SC Christopher Cody Weston Clemson, SC 
***Meagan Len Jacobi Lexington, SC Jennie jean Williams Columbia, SC 
Kevin Michael Quinn Greer, SC 
BACHELOR OF LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE 
Clarence Earl Barrineau III _______ Andrews, SC James Clayton McMullen, Jr. Kinston, NC 
*Emily Baker Bland Mayesville, SC Michael Eric Morey Toledo, OH 
Christopher Lee Bradey Inman, SC Jordan Thomas Noblin Cowpens, SC 
*Jessica Lauren Brown Richmond, VA **Amanda Elizabeth Schmaltz ____ Travelers Rest, SC 
*Paula Michelle Froehbrodt Lawrenceville, GA Andrew Moran Smith Mt Pleasant, SC 
Carla Slack Holmes Anderson, SC Ryan Eric Stemmer Clover, SC 
**Kathryn Louise Kuney! Isle of Palms, SC *David James Van De Water Columbia, SC 
*Benjamin Richard Liebetrau Mt Pleasant, SC Christopher Joseph Walsh Spartanburg, SC 
Michael Stanley Marion Rock Hill, SC Ronald Patrick Williams Loris, SC 
BACHELOR OF ARTS 
Architecture 
*Samantha Joan Bennett Leesburg, VA Judith Miranda Justice _________ Columbia, SC 
Kevin Edward Bishop Glen Allen, VA *Scott Thomas Lagstrom Salisbury, MD 
t**Phillip Joshua Boltinhouse ___ West Columbia, SC *Marc Harold Leverant Sleepy Hollow, NY 
**Jennifer Allison Brooks Mt Pleasant, SC Fraysse Wrenn Lyle Walterboro, SC 
Briana Ntame Brown Columbia, SC Joseph Henderson McCoy High Point, NC 
*Katherine Bugenske Chapin, SC Jonathan Luke McDaniel Marietta, GA 
Stevyn Montes Buie Hamer, SC Jason Charles Miller West Columbia, SC 
*Lauren B. Chamberlain Indian Head, MD Carson Thomas Nolan Georgetown, SC 
*Margaret McMillan Chandler Florence, SC Jonathan Mitchell Pitts Greenville, SC 
William Taylor Childress Greenwood, SC Michael Brian Rollins, Jr. Aiken, SC 
Joshua Matthew Christian Ladson, SC *Julia Marie Saunders Calhoun, GA 
*Megan Anne Duffy Central, SC **Brian Tanner Sharpe Pickens, SC 
*Monica Dawn Ezell Chesnee, SC Derrick James Simpson Easley, SC 
*Natalie Jane Welch Ferson Waynesville, NC Caroline Pinckney Stender Charleston, SC 
*Robyn Schuyler Fisher Columbia, SC *Eliana Toledo Caracas, Venezuela 
Laura Elizabeth Walker Hamm Columbia, SC Ashley E. Tudor Green Cove Springs, FL 
t**Sandra Jane Hillhouse Kingsport, TN Christopher L. Van Kley Atlanta, GA 
t***justin Mickey Hipp Saluda, SC Lindsey Adele Wagener Englewood, FL 
t*Lauren Elizabeth Holmes Spartanburg, SC *Michael Neil Williamson Rock Hill, SC 
Donna Lynne Home Lancaster, SC Addison Lee Woodrum Asheville, NC 
*Edward Knox Jolly III Spartanburg, SC t***Kristin Jordan Ziska Iva, SC 
Jason Michael Jordan Clemson, SC 
Communication Studies 
Gregory Haselton Aiken _______ Greenville, SC Ashley Lauren Davis __________ Lilburn, GA 
*Mallory Lauren Bowie Spartanburg, SC Nicole Karen Deering Lexington, NC 
Tarsha LaShay Britton Taylors, SC Mary Katherine Dillard Spartanburg, SC 
***Chelsea L. Brown Tullahoma, TN Katherine Laura Dobson Greer, SC 
Ape ii Lee Burrell Townville, SC Kelsey Leann Dove Spartanburg, SC 
Laura Hough Crosswell Pottsville, PA *Meredith Lesslie Gammon Columbia, SC 
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Communication Studies (continued) 
Courtney McDonald Gault Simpsonville, SC Allison Laine Miller __________ Clemson, SC 
Margaret Grace Gordy Orlando, FL *Maggie Mae Musgrave Oak Ridge, TN 
Kelsey Katherine Green Bishopville, SC Stacey Little Owens Marion, SC 
•••Alyson Elizabeth Greer Mt Pleasant, SC Megan Nalani Perty Conway, SC 
Elizabeth Anne Grubbs Fairfax Station, VA Adrianne Manon Peters Clearfield, PA 
Kelly Lyn Hamilton Seneca, SC Lora Ashley Phillips Snellville, GA 
*Jennifer Lynne Hancock Powder Springs, GA *Lacy Spearman Randles Seneca, SC 
t*Patricia L. Hanson Sumter, SC **Malorie Elaine Burdette Reynolds Easley, SC 
Whitney Stewart Hightower West Union, SC *Bethany Ann Rice Cumberland, MD 
Jonathan D. Holloway Easley, SC *Jennifer Megan Robinson Columbia, SC 
*Jennifer Ann Jones Alpharetta, GA Steven Patrick Seigler Beaufort, SC 
Allison Patricia Kosierowski Concord, CA *Peyton E. Shealy Spartanburg, SC 
**Allyson Jane Ladd Pawley's Island, SC Anne Marie Shuler Mt Pleasant, SC 
Jacquelyn Mary Leigh Leesburg, VA Carolyn Johnson Small Greenville, SC 
Elizabeth A. Lipscomb Wilton, CT Casey Andrews Smith Clemson, SC 
t*Gilbert Leroy Little III Mt Pleasant, SC •Amanda Marie Ticknor Greer, SC 
Megan Louise Lunn Hartsville, SC *Mary Elise Timanus Fountain Inn, SC 
*Emily Irene Marzka ______ Cambridge Springs, PA Ashley Katrice Washington Columbia, SC 
John R. McCormick Charleston, SC *Caroline Buchanan Wilson Fountain Inn, SC 
*Kristen Elizabeth McKenna Alpharetta, GA George T. Winningham Summerville, SC 
Meredith Ann Merritt Myrtle Beach, SC *Christen Myers Wood Myrtle Beach, SC 
English 
t**Kelly Marie Baranowski ______ Allison Park, PA Abbey Rae Hartman Ocean View, NJ 
Jaquinna Marlette Bland Columbia, SC Kristin Blakely Lavender Columbia, SC 
t**Joanna Wallis Brooks Gulph Mills, PA Susan Beth Long Pomaria, SC 
Allyson Leigh Cothran Greenville, SC *Matthew Nicholas Magielnicki Washington, DC 
Natalie Eva Couch Alexandria, VA Sarah Elizabeth McCandless ____ Signal Mountain, TN 
Andrea Lynn Dankovich St Louis, MO *Holly Renee Richards Rockville, MD 
t**Andrew Robert DeHoll Anderson, SC Maura Davitt Shaughnessy Oswego, NY 
Leah Katherine Finley Rock Hill, SC t**Caroline Hubbard Stone Florence, SC 
***Erin Renee Foster Spartanburg, SC t**Gregory Marshall Wilson Birmingham, AL 
Katie Guinn Gressette St Matthews, SC 
History 
Daniel Price Addis. __________ Walhalla, SC James Anthony Maltese ------ Valley Stream, NY 
Joanna Christen Arrieta asper, GA Clark Lane Mays Salem, SC 
t•• Ashley Elaine Baker Columbia, SC t*Courtney Nicole McClive Columbia, SC 
t**Daniel P. Barnes Davenport, IA *English Alexandria Morgan Columbia, SC 
*Jeffrey Steven Carey Silver Spring, MD *Matthew Thomas Mullikin Belton, SC 
Matthew Joseph Crawley Central, SC *Jennifer Jill Panetta Cumming, GA 
William Edward Crosswell Florence, SC *Randi Lynne Powell Hickory Tavern, SC 
Denzil Wayne Cuddy Easley, SC *Amber Marie Price Iva, SC 
Kyle David DeMenr Sumter, SC Nicole Marie Reddon Irmo, SC 
Eric Christopher Dieter Clemson, SC Samuel Thomas Ritchie North Augusta, SC 
Thomas David Dingle Summerville, SC Matthew Donald Russell Greenville, SC 
John Francis Dunn Baltimore, MD *Christopher Michael Simmons Lexington, SC 
Rebecca Trippe Ellefson Greenville, SC *Andrew Arthur Stephens Taylors, SC 
Christopher Paul Frawley Falmouth, MA Zachary P. Stratton San Diego, CA 
Dekera Marshel Greene St Stephen, SC ***Zachary Lee Weaver Greer, SC 
Harriet Redfearn Gupton Hartsville, SC *Elizabeth Helen Weichel Central, SC 
*Leslie Erin Hawkins Lexingron, VA Jason D. Wyman Simpsonville, SC 
t**AdamJesse Hegler Kershaw, SC Neil Malone Yongue III Spartanburg, SC 
**Kyle Benjamin Kelly East Aurora, NY 
Language and International Trade 
Tyler Ellis Atkins _________ Simpsonville, SC Carmen N. McKinneY,---,,-------~~ Seneca, SC 
**Stephanie A. Brown Beauforr, SC Alexander Victor Minkoff Haddonfield, NJ 
*Abigail L. Burnette-Peake Lancaster, PA Carlos Maurice Parker Conway, SC 
Kristen Marie Burtz Lilburn, GA t***Samantha G. Rosenson Harwood, MD 
*Sarah J. Colman Beaufort, SC *Noel Christine Sakievich North Augusta, SC 
*Jessica Lynne Credeur Lafayette, LA *Lauren Elizabeth Seltzer Ormond Beach, FL 
Joseph Daniel Dickey, Jr. Wellford, SC ***Jessica Kathleen Shuler Marietta, GA 
Ryan Dor> Donel! Greenville, SC **Nadine Diane Sizemore Inman, SC 
Kurt Neal Emsermann Rock Hill, SC Amanda Alisha Spears Greenville, SC 
Paul Alan Ervin Simpsonville, SC *Kristin Renee Thompson Mt Pleasant, SC 
Liling Guan Taylors, SC **Ricard Kenneth Vrey Knysna, South Africa 
**Gabriela Guerchicoff Buenos Aires, Argentina James Griffin Watkins Rock Hill, SC 
*Mary Winifred Hipp St Matthews, SC Jennifer Leslie Wortman Ann Arbor, Ml 
Wen Dan Jiang Greer, SC Connie So Yee Yeung Summerville, SC 
t***Erin Maureen Lenahan Memphis, TN t***Suzannah K. Zupan Columbia, SC 
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Modern Languages 
Lauren Eli:-;ahcth Bailey ________ Oak Ridge, TN *Hannah Quaid Collins ________ Cur Bank, MT 
t*** Bcnjamin Rohen Beaver Honea Path, SC t**Tia Leanne Prack Myrtle Beach, SC 
***Dawn Marie Bowers West Union, SC Anna Christine Seyller Orlando, FL 
**Justin R. Brock Seneca, SC Damien Alesio Villa Gaffney, SC 
*William Samuel Burroughs Central, SC Brandon Lucius Wood Gaffney, SC 
Joshua Auhrcy Coker Gaffney, SC 
Philosophy 
***John Lloyd Spencer Anderson ____ Pendleton, SC t••Patrick M. Denehy ______ North Royalton, OH 
Marc Andreu Waterloo, Belgium t*Sarah Elizabeth Minner Denton, MD 
Production Studies in Performing Arts 
Carn Lynn Allen --------~~Charleston, SC Joshua David Holdredge ------~-Anderson, SC 
Jessica Marie Burger Fredericksburg, VA Brittney Leighan Major Winston~Salem, NC 
*Christina Anne Hagan Columbia, SC Emily Louise Perkins Manakin Sabot, VA 
DOUBLE MAJOR 
Communication Studies and English 
*Rebecca Ann Adnot Gainesville, FL 
Communication Studies and History 
**Laura Katherine Stamm Spartanburg, SC 
Communication Studies and Political Science 
Charles Reuben Major III Greenville, SC 
Communication Studies and Spanish 
*Lindsey Pettit Clerico _______ Summerville, SC t**Katrina Larrick Serrat ________ Westlake, OH 
English and French 
t**Margaret Lynn Keneman Winnetka, IL 
English and History 
Lynn Allison Whitten Greenville, SC 
Psychology and Spanish 
t•••Jason J. Grygier Marion, OH 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
Construction Science and Management 
***Cody Harrison Albergotti _____ Orang~burg, SC Michael Joseph Loiacono ______ Summerfield, NC 
Christopher Carl Askins Darlington, SC Scott David Lyle Lexington, SC 
Dustin Duane Baltz Mauldin, SC William Paul Matthews Rock Hill, SC 
Brian Michael Barnes Ladson, SC Hank M. Maxwell Bamberg, SC 
Colby Sean Barrett Cumming, GA Christopher Thomas Morton Irmo, SC 
Casey M. Byrd Charleston, SC Elizabeth Lynn Penick Leesville, SC 
Kelly Ann Caudill Manning, SC Patrick Allan Ray Atlanta, GA 
Brandon Harris Chin Charlotte, NC Jason Whetstone Regan Hartsville, SC 
Marc Anthony Cifuni Kingston, MA *Joseph Samuel Riley Easley, SC 
William Andrew Crosby Marietta, GA Walter Collins Robinson IV Greenville, SC 
t***Tristan Kyle Cunio Titusville, FL Kevin Michael Short, Jr. Simpsonville, SC 
James Barry Davis, Jr. Appling, GA Elsen Wyatt Smith Summerville, SC 
John David Dearing Roanoke, VA Kenneth Michael Smith Rock Hill, SC 
David Wesley Edwards Summerville, SC Justin Lee Solesbee Lyman, SC 
Steven Reid Fisher Greer, SC Charles Morgan Stuart III Greenville, SC 
Joel Patrick Freeman Taylors, SC Adam Christopher Test Hanover, PA 
Martin Peter Gallo Marmara, NJ Leigh Samuel Townsend Charlottesville, VA 
Michael Earl Geddings, Jr. Sumter, SC **William Clifford Trammell Clinton, SC 
Clint l\lyn George Fort Gibson, OK Steven Benjamin Tripi York, SC 
**Lynn David Herman Cary, NC *Mark Thomas Vandyke Herndon, VA 
Daniel Miller Hughes Mt Pleasant, SC Charles Grady Walls Gainesville, GA 
Nicholas David Jackson Irmo, SC Kristi Marie Wetherholt Marietta, GA 
*Kyle Lewis Jones Woodstock, GA 
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COLLEGE OF BUSINESS AND BEHAVIORAL SCIENCE 
BRUCE YANDLE, Interim Dean 
BACHELOR OF ARTS 
Economics 
t**Carla M. Bridges _________ Columbia, SC George W. Kitchens _________ Hephzibah, GA 
Sean Kelley Clark Los Angeles, CA t**Emily E. Leviner Florence, SC 
Andrew Donald Coleman Sewickley, PA Christian Nicholas Pundsack Charlotte, NC 
**Walter Leonard Crooks Greenville, SC Graham Sage Smith Charlotte, VT 
Political Science 
Grady Allen Black __________ Ridgeland, SC **Kyle Benjamin Kelly------- East Aurora, NY 
Wade Mettauer Carlisle Columbia, SC Christopher D. Kennedy Moore, SC 
Stacy Lynn Crittenden Lawrenceville, GA Timothy Bickford McCulloch Bryn Mawr, PA 
Jenee Alexa Davis Tampa, FL Meagen Trudy Panek Salisbury, MA 
*Jacob W. Dawkins Williamston, SC Stephen Caleb Parker Hueytown, AL 
Keith Philip Diamond Sumter, SC *Michael Justin Quinn Newport News, VA 
*Christopher Gordon Ellzey Greer, SC t*Lucas Andrew Ravenscraft Kirkwood, MO 
Nicholas Edward Feliciano Herndon, VA **Erin Paige Redmon Commerce, GA 
Adam Wesley Gravely Pickens, SC *Elizabeth Anne Trent Easley, SC 
Dekera Marshel Greene St Stephen, SC t**Kelly Michele Urso Haymarket, VA 
Katie Lauren Greenwell Fort Mill, SC *Amanda Porter White Woodbridge, VA 
Anderson Owens Holder Gastonia, NC Charles Willie Wise, Jr. New Orleans, LA 
Richard Francis Jordan Pelion, SC Nolan Michael Wolf Cumming, GA 
Laura Elizabeth Kaiser Anderson, SC **Adam Kyle Woods Cocoa, FL 
Psychology 
Elisabeth Christina Alten ________ Radnor, PA **Lindsey Leigh Lancaster ________ Duluth, GA 
Jessica Esther Arellano Coral Springs, FL Matthew Timothy Lund Manassas, VA 
Candice Marie Arnold Burke, VA t***Melissa Owen Mausolf Lansdale, PA 
Brian Anthony Beauvais Narragansett, RI Elizabeth T. Mitchell Richmond, VA 
*Jayne R. Booth Sumter, SC Amanda Nicole Patterson Clover, SC 
*Sarah Lynn Brink Lombard, IL Joshua Marc Peyser Charleston, SC 
***Stephanie Faye Creveling Darlington, SC Erin Nicole Pickel Lexington, SC 
Katherine Elizabeth Daniel Irmo, SC **Emily Kathleen Price Greenville, SC 
*Mary Catherine Gamble Fairfax Station, VA ***Jaclyn Leesha Rath Franklin, TN 
t***Jennifer Wardlaw Harmon Clemson, SC Benjamin Sparks Shannon Derwood, MD 
Kara Danielle Horton Conway, SC ***Kelly M. Stidham Spartanburg, SC 
Kathryn Mary Jarvis Anderson, SC Thomas Andrew Sustek Anderson, SC 
Renata Simonique Jones St Matthews, SC Luuly Thai Durham, NC 
Lindsay Enger Kelley Greenville, SC James Lance Tripp Piedmont, SC 
**Jennifer Kentera Brookfield, CT Victoria Judith Ward Seneca, SC 
*Kari-Anne Edgell Kertis Pickens, SC **Elizabeth Ann Yorn Oldenburg, IN 
Alexandria Debra Klinger Huntersville, NC t**Kristen Marie Zalusky McHenry, IL 
Sociology 
Steve Allen III ___________ Hollywood, FL Misty Gail Kaplenski Beech Island, SC 
*Elizabeth Blythe Ballew Greenville, SC Kristin L. Mcleroy Anderson, SC 
Katherine Linder Basile Potomac, MD Jefftey Miller Lexington, SC 
Laura Frances Brown Skaneateles, NY Sherman Robinson Rominger ___ St Simons Island, GA 
Morgan L. Brown North Charleston, SC ***Kristine Marie Slatkavitz Blackstone, MA 
Morgan Elizabeth Burnett Seneca, SC Kelley Marie Smith Greer, SC 
*Mary Grier Cash Gaffney, SC t*Theresa Marie Troescher ___ Chesapeake Beach, MD 
Communication Studies and Political Science 
Danterrio Diaz Oliver Eutawville, SC 
Economics and Language and International Trade 
**Pamela Jean Legeret Richland, MI 
Economics and Psychology 
t***Melissa Jane Putney Dayton, OH 
English and Political Science 
t***JessicaJean Hart Simpsonville, SC 
Political Science and Sociology 
James Ryan Berry Cottageville, SC 
Psychology and Spanish 
Aileen Elizabeth Farrell Springfield, VA 
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BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
Accounting 
Amber Krystina Allen Greenville, SC Stephen Hall Kitterman, Jr. Florence, SC 
Jennifer Marie Bohrer Marmora, NJ Ashley Marett Landrum Greenville, SC 
Amanda Marie Brantley Summerville, SC Trang Ngoc Dang Latham Anderson, SC 
*Richard Dallas Brewer lII ____ North Charleston, SC James Ryan Lebednik Orangeburg, SC 
Erin E. Bulkeley Easley, SC Fred Cody Ledford Travelers Rest, SC 
*Kelley L. Cameron Ninety Six, SC Kathy Elizabeth Loftus Chesterfield, MO 
Dorothy Eileen Campbell Walterboro, SC john Patrick Madonna Plattsburgh, NY 
*Due Cong Cang Greenville, SC t**Elizabeth Caitlin Meek Isle of Palms, SC 
**Allison Dawn Currence Clover, SC t***jennifer Leigh Neal Galax, VA 
**Constance Marie Currence Clover, SC *Markie Lee Nichols Seneca, SC 
*Melissa Kay Curry Ocean Isle Beach, NC ***Wanda Walley Nugent Seneca, SC 
t**jennifer Ann Duchene Midland, Ml *Jeffrey Daniel Okon Alpharetta, GA 
Teresa Lynn Edge Whitehall, Ml Michael Stanley Pacek II Seneca, SC 
Stephanie A. Estrada Piedmont, SC Joana Paun Centtal, SC 
James Douglas Gildea Summerville, SC John Thomas Robinson Greenville, SC 
Craig Anthony Grant Georgetown, SC *Courtney Ann Ross Lugoff, SC 
Lindsay Taylor Grinstead Cornelia, GA *Maree Rebekah Sanders Greenville, SC 
***Melissa A. Haynes Lugoff, SC ***Sarah Rebecca Schwieger Belton, SC 
Elizabeth C. Herndon Lexington, SC t**Stephanie Michelle Sheaffer ___ Chambersburg, PA 
Neal Austin Hodges Fountain Inn, SC *Donnieka Jenay Smith Greenville, SC 
David !bra Holmes___ Piedmont, SC Andrew Michael Stanforth Atlanta, GA 
*Claudia Louise Hook Lexington, SC Benjamin Andrew Steele West Columbia, SC 
***Jason Michael James Brooklyn, NY *Russell Arthur Vedder Newberry, SC 
Economics 
*Britton Lesesne All Aiken, SC Joseph Michael Lazorik, Jr. ______ Coopersburg, PA 
**Jane Leslie Alley Greer, SC t***Kacie Marie Lewis Simpsonville, SC 
Marc Andreu Waterloo, Belgium *Kathryn Louise Malison Fort Mill, SC 
*William Franklin Barnes lll Hampton, SC William Richard McLeod lll Sumter, SC 
Bryant Nevins Blakeslee, Jr. Columbia, SC Whitney Brant Nanna Goose Creek, SC 
t**Jarod Martin Bonino Sapulpa, OK Rosemary Joy Nations Charlotte, NC 
Michael R. Cipperly Fairfax, VA Eric William Odom Marietta, GA 
*Laura C. Cook Columbia, SC Timothy Brandt O'Neal Mt Pleasant, SC 
Jeffrey Thomas Coursen Brookeville, MD t***Philip James Powers, Jr. Irmo, SC 
Manning Chevis Crapps Lexington, SC t***Rachel jean Rhyne Seymour, TN 
t**Philip Deaton Curtis Lawrenceville, GA t***Michael Henry Richter Appleton, WI 
t**james Andrew Daniel Columbia, SC William Peter Rowland Liberty Hill, SC 
Herman Demmink lII Fort Mill, SC **Kristen Labiby Rozier Lugoff, SC 
Joshua David Evans Columbia, SC Christopher Loren Small St Helena Island, SC 
t**Brian Douglas Eyink St Louis, MO *Brett Paul Sowell North Augusta, SC 
William C. Forrest Chapin, SC t*Adam David Steinberg Spartanburg, SC 
Jeffrey Charles Geiger Auburn, ME t*** Adryan Ruth Stewart Piedmont, SC 
Colin Myrick Griffin Beaufort, SC La-Vaughnda A. Taylor Columbia, SC 
t*Jasmine Lea Keller Grumbach ____ San Antonio, TX Courtney Brooks Vellenoweth Charleston, SC 
t**Taylor Patteson Horcon Greenville, SC Mary Alice Wilson McLean, VA 
Timothy Darryl Kelly Inman, SC Justin Ryan Woodland Seaford, DE 
Stephen Joseph King Folly Beach, SC 
Financial Management 
Henry Howard Alexander lll Rome, GA Andrew Ray Harvick __________ Atlanta, GA 
Zachary A. Barrness Stone Mountain, GA Justin Jon Hellwig Budd Lake, NJ 
Robert Jackson Batson Travelers Rest, SC Pui Yi Wendy Ho Clemson, SC 
Lauren Elizabeth Beard Alpharetta, GA Thomas Dodd Hulsey Round 0, SC 
Michael Terris Benthall Central, SC Normand Curtis Jordan Minot, ME 
*Andrew James Bezila Alpharetta, GA Chris Kakaras Greer, SC 
Ryan Douglas Bowes Naples, FL Matthew Phillip Kesser West Columbia, SC 
Meredith Ligon Boyce Greenwood, SC *Tara Frances Kneece Gilbert, SC 
t***Kelley Renee Brandstetter Cincinnati, OH Rebecca Therese Knotts Burke, VA 
Kenneth George Brewer Tomball, TX Ryan Joseph Koziol Travelers Rest, SC 
Janell Susan Brodrick Fort Wayne, IN Dana Sebastian Lewis New Windsor, NY 
*David W. Bryant Belton, SC Daniel John Linenger Alpharetta, GA 
Stephen Reid Burch Macon, GA **Sara A. Marsha Columbia, SC 
Bryan Michael Campolo Newark, OH Michael Brooks Marshall Belton, SC 
t*Elizabeth Kristin David McLean, VA William James Mc Waters lll Rock Hill, SC 
Jennifer Brooke Davis Rock Hill, SC Mark A. Miller Fort Mill, SC 
***Jennifer C. Davis Spartanburg, SC t*Sarah Lynn Miller Macon, GA 
Jonathan Warren Derby Olney, MD Robert Aaron Monday Knoxville, TN 
Tyler Jonathan Dewhirst Sewickley, PA Brandon J. Morris Nesmith, SC 
Neil Staten Dickinson Columbia, SC Amanda Lynn Mueller Georgetown, DE 
Bartholomew David Domino ____ Webster Groves, MO Steven Patrick Mussman Spartanburg, SC 
Lee Prance Evans White, GA ***Joseph Thomas Nyvall Pendleton, SC 
Joel Anthony Fowler Florence, SC Erin Adelaide Glennon O'Hare Wilton, CT 
Jeremy Edward Gilbert Anderson, SC Robert Thomas Olson, Jr. Franklin Lakes, NJ 
Sheetal Vashi Godhwani Aiken, SC Nathan Daniel Ouellette Southington, CT 
*Nicholas S. Gregory Union, SC *Robert Clayton Pendleton Bowling Green, KY 
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Financial Management (continued) 
*Michael Harrison Phillips Niskayuna, NY Benjamin James Simpson ________ Rock Hill, SC 
t••Marvin A. Poe le Summerville, SC Mary Evelyn Snyder St George, SC 
**Kristen Leigh Pye Mauldin, SC **Richard Carroll Swiger Mauldin, SC 
**Jenna L. Reifschneider Centreville, DE Carl Reed Teague Mounrville, SC 
t***Michael Henry Richter Appleton, WI Elizabeth T umer Tomlinson Columbia, SC 
**Jennifer Eve Rogers Fripp Island, SC Brett D. Twente Naples, FL 
Michael Robert Rusenko Myrtle Beach, SC t•Jeremiah David von Kuhn Ridgefield, CT 
Carrie Ruth Sanford Richmond, VA **Mary E. Watson Columbia, SC 
***Kristin Leigh Schwartzmeyer ___ Davidsonville, MD Robert Ryan Wendland Newton, NJ 
Andre Richard Scott Columbia, SC Lauren M. Yanik Greer, SC 
*Philip Andrew Senn Greenville, SC Ellen Leigh Zehnmer South Dartmouth, MA 
*Suzanne Marie Simkovich Mt Pleasant, SC 
Graphic Communications 
Courmey Maria Adams Forest City, NC t***Jaime Leigh Hart _~ _______ River Vale, NJ 
*Michael 0. Amosu Peachtree Ciry, GA **Brandon Heath Kimbrell Boiling Springs, SC 
Alison Lea Baraniak Somerset, PA James David McCracken Lebanon, TN 
*Julia Elizabeth Beckham Aiken, SC Justin David Meissner Mason, OH 
*Stacy Lynee Brogan Riverside, CA *Laura Anne Ogard Birmingham, AL 
**Martha Caroline Brunson Greenville, SC Brian Kevin O'Neill Myrtle Beach, SC 
Hampton Wayne Caudle Rock Hill, SC Elizabeth Kathryn Pietrus Lancaster, SC 
Larry Britton Courtney Fort Mill, SC t•••Pamela Blake Pryor Greer, SC 
Rebecca Anne Dannelly Easley, SC Ashleigh Gray Readling Greenwood, SC 
Jessica Marie Driggers Summerville, SC Sara Kathryn Reitmeier Mt Pleasant, SC 
Charles T. Edens, Jr. Sumter, SC Mark James Rivera Kitty Hawk, NC 
Rebekah Brinkley Floyd ackson, SC **Jessica Lauren Sells Chester, SC 
*Shelley Elizabeth Fox Blythewood, SC *Morgan Marie Serreno Huntersville, NC 
*Sean Michael Freeman Aiken, SC Kathryn Marie Sholler Charlotte, NC 
Cynthia Nichole Gaines Charlotte, NC **Patrick Benson Sterling Sioux City, IA 
David Russell Galloway Greer, SC Christina Marie Van Slambrock Gocse Creek, SC 
Tara E. Greene Travelers Rest, SC Bryan Douglas Wilson Charlotte, NC 
*Melissa Sue Hall Pickens, SC Edward Matthew Wimberly Greenville, SC 
*Kathryn Claite Walters Hamilton-Torrey_ Mableton, GA Rebel Lorraine Yurack Port Orange, FL 
Rachel Marie Harrison Newnan, GA 
Industrial Management 
Michael Terrence Montgomery ____ Goose Creek, SC Eric Sean Windhauser ________ Spencerport, NY 
Michael David Reger Williamsburg, VA Brett H. Woodis Roswell, GA 
Management 
David Ricardo Alvarez Miami, FL Maria Regina Hendrickson ________ Seneca, SC 
Allison K. Arra Powell, OH Kennon E. Holcombe Easley, SC 
Sara Bentley Ashe Rock Hill, SC Richard Alan Holcombe Greenville, SC 
*David Macleod Bachelder, Jr. __ Hilton Head Island, SC Tory Anthony Isaac Camden, SC 
*Jenna Rebecca Bevill Duncan, SC Elizabeth Bradley Jeter Spartanburg, SC 
Dabney Elizabeth Boles Piedmont, SC Lauren Ashley Johnson Waxhaw, NC 
Garland Reed Brogan Johnson Ciry, TN Matthew Phillip Jones Simpsonville, SC 
Kyle Sharaw Browning Union, SC Robert William Jones Plymouth, MI 
Lance Tyler Bugg Seneca, SC Jason L. Kelly Six Mile, SC 
Robert Paul Cann in Seneca, SC Jonathan S. Kish Charleston, SC 
Brandon E. Cannon Lithonia, GA Patrick H. Kohout Central, SC 
Richard Wesley Carter Walhalla, SC Blake Andrew Lacoe Herndon, VA 
Robert S. Choromanski Ogdensburg, NJ t**Mary Catharine Lashley Lilburn, GA 
*Matthew Lee Cloaninger Greenville, SC Tammy Jean Lewis Greenville, SC 
*Nicholas Jeremy Coonce Arlington, VA Cory Tarik Llano Greenville, SC 
Nestor Sheldon Cunningham Waterl00, SC Christopher David Looney Irmo, SC 
Charles Louis Cuzzell IV Summerville, SC Preston Glenn Lowery Six Mile, SC 
Timothy Howard Dawson Central, SC Catriona Marie Maclachlan Plymouth, MA 
Lindsay Marie Deeken Roebuck, SC t*Anthony Edward Mascolo Staten Island, NY 
Joseph Daniel Dickey, Jr. Wellford, SC James Dominick Massett Acworth, GA 
Jason Wesley Dickson Anderson, SC Heather Michelle May Greenville, SC 
Charles T. Dillon Spring, TX Mark Jude McGilvery Milton, MA 
Sengsoudavanh Douangchak Chesnee, SC **Brittany Meredith Mcintosh Rock Hill, SC 
Shannon Rae Dowd Lodi, WI Delvin Jamal Mocre Elloree, SC 
Gene Wallace Dukes, Jr. St George, SC Ryan Matthew Motel Florissant, MO 
Scott Jose~h Edenfield Charleston, SC Brian Philip Okin Fredericksburg, VA 
*Craig Michael Elder La Plata, MD Jennifer Kathleen Parks Aiken, SC 
Michael B. Farrell Atlanta, GA Matthew Corey Patterson Greenville, SC 
Stephen W. Floyd Kingstree, SC **Eric James Peters Shelbyville, IN 
Jeremy Lyle Fore Summerville, SC Adam Saxon Pittman Simpsonville, SC 
*Cynthia Speer Freeman Greenville, SC William Jackson Plemons III Locust Grove, GA 
Osceola Pinckney Gilbert IV Westminster, SC Zachary Chaz Powell Six Mile, SC 
Matthew Zane Green Valdosta, GA Travis Lea Rada Anderson, SC 
Cindy Marie Hampton Lake City, SC James Frederic Reynolds Aiken, SC 
•••Addison Wardlaw Hamrick Gaffney, SC Thomas Lee Rhodes III Summerton, SC 
*Paul Andrew Harmon Spartanburg, SC Kenneth Matthew Ridings Seneca, SC 
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Management (continued) 
Bethlynn Joy Robinson -----~ Moncks Corner, SC Christopher Patrick Tully ______ Independence, MN 
Ryan Thomas Sadler Cleveland Heights, OH Brenna Victoria Utsey Simpsonville, SC 
Jessie Anne Scott Charleston, SC Joshua Morgan Vaughn Pendleton, SC 
Jeremy Daniel Senn Silverstreet, SC Adam Hunter Visk Spartanburg, SC 
*Ginny Lynn Shugart Florence, SC *Amanda Elizabeth Vogt Bishopville, SC 
Haley Nicole Smith Fair Play, SC Jonathan Michael Walker Anderson, SC 
Sarah Bethany Smith Columbia, SC **Melissa Ann Walsh Winnsboro, SC 
Matthew Betts Sparrow Greenville, SC Jacob Bryson Wasson Greer, SC 
Andrew Michael Stanforth Atlanta, GA Mark Lee Watson Mt Pleasant, SC 
James Monroe Strickland Ill Mullins, SC Heather Rae White Seneca, SC 
Yolanda Chante Stroman Williston, SC *Stephanie Marie Wilcox Hartsville, SC 
John Davis Stroud Mt Pleasant, SC **Mary Goodwin Williams Asheboro, NC 
Robert Norman Taylor Rock Hill, SC Shermicka Michelle Williams Charleston, SC 
Marketing 
**April Kathryn Adams _________ Aiken, SC Shastin Nicole Leathers _______ Boca Raton, FL 
Akinlolu Akiniyi Akingbala Lagos, Nigeria Bryce D. Malemezian Stuart, FL 
John William Baldwin Duncan, SC Cammie Nicole Mason Greenville, SC 
Janna Ashley Bankston Simpsonville, SC Melissa Jean Matthews Chesterfield, SC 
Katharine E. Bayless Columbia, SC Gregory H. Middleton Centerville, OH 
*Amy Prosser Beasley Bishopville, SC Kimberly Theresa Miller Utica, NY 
Carly Amanda Blades Lilburn, GA **David]. Mitchell Columbia, SC 
Lindsay Nicole Briskin Greenwood, SC ***Matthew Hudson Morgan Wake Forest, NC 
Caroline Hurst Brown Beaufort, SC *Jessica Adrian Murphy Charleston, SC 
t* Ashley D. Burbach Oak Hill, VA Jennifer Lynn Nash Conyers, GA 
Kristin Caldwell Columbia, SC Stephanie Ann Owings Greer, SC 
Michael Wayne Campbell, Jr. Charleston, SC *Michelle Anne Pambianchi Ridgefield, CT 
**James Matthew Cason Greer, SC Melissa Ann Pennscott Clemson, SC 
Cole Samuel Chason Roswell, GA **Casey Jeanne Phillips Greenville, SC 
Mary Katherine Coker Irmo, SC Bryn Elizabeth Post Columbia, SC 
Craig C. Conklin Simpsonville, SC Stephanie Leigh Reese Norristown, PA 
Anna Kathleen Cook Easley, SC Michael Anthony Risco Wallkill, NY 
Michael Chamberlin Crawford Franklin, MA William Christopher Roland Indianapolis, IN 
Leslie Maureen Crean Lilburn, GA Rebecca Ann Salisbury Summerville, SC 
*Anna Alston Daniel Dillon, SC Nathaniel C. Search Goshen, NY 
*Frances C. Daniel Charleston, SC James Russell Segars III Bishopville, SC 
Ricky Taurean Day Saluda, SC ***Heather E. Shealy Flat Rock, NC 
Kristen N. De Young Greer, SC t**Catherine Collier Shell Camden, SC 
Ryan Wesley Diehl Kingwood, TX James E. Shepard Laurel, MS 
*Jennifer Standish Dunn Highlands, NC Erin Michelle Smith Nashua, NH 
*Katherine Elizabeth Edwards Walhalla, SC Kirby Russell Smith Mullins, SC 
*Walter Francis Farrell Marietta, GA **Mallory Leigh Smith Westminster, SC 
Lauren Ashley Fitzhugh Winnetka, IL t•• Amy Marie Spagnoli Huntersville, NC 
Ashley Michelle Francis Greenville, SC Benjamin David Sprague Frederick, MD 
Michael Gregory Frees McClellanville, SC *Sarah Ashley Stanberry Aiken, SC 
Ross Kenefick Fryer Richmond, VA Leslie Amele Tate Greenville, SC 
**Cara Laurel Goodman Pickens, SC Jennifer Rebecca Tinsley Simpsonville, SC 
Kari Michela Hart Seneca, SC Christopher W. Toates Greenville, SC 
Jordan E. Hartt Richmond, VA **Marjorie Harrison Trowbridge Columbia, SC 
*Sara Anne Helmig Dayton, OH *Rachel Catherine Wannemacher Lilburn, GA 
Christopher Lloyd Higgins Columbia, SC John Garrett Warren Salem, SC 
**Sara Lynn Hoekstra Lewisville, NC Ashley Elizabeth White Spartanburg, SC 
Megan Marie Houk Lancaster, SC *Erin K. Whitlock Simpsonville, SC 
Sean C. Hughes Aurora, IL Jeffrey Bryant Williams Pageland, SC 
Dutch Meade Jones Ashland, VA *Elizabeth Ann Yost Richmond, VA 
Matthew Sean Kelly Shrewsbury, PA Amy Michelle Young Santee, SC 
Kathryn Elise Kizer Charleston, SC Andrew John Ziemer Milwaukee, WI 
Jennifer Marie Kniese Mannsville, NY 
Political Science 
Paul). Ballenger __________ Spartanburg, SC Eric Christopher Lawhorn ________ Camden, SC 
*Kathryn Stuart Banks Greenwood, SC Stephen Anthony Lee Fredericksburg, VA 
John Finklea Coleman, Jr. Lake Ciry, SC Joseph Patrick Lucas Taylors, SC 
David Anibal Cruz Columbia, SC *Timothy Warren Mudd Asheville, NC 
Michael]. Dobson Duncan, SC *Caroline Priscilla Nichols Clarksville, MD 
Christopher B. Garrick Greer, SC Keely Elisa Perdue Mechanicsville, VA 
Janice L. Hathcock Alpharetta, GA Andrew Crutchfield Sprinkle Columbia, SC 
*Adria Lynn Hertwig Long Beach, MS Daniel T. Stephens Greer, SC 
Jason Lee Knox Piedmont, SC William Clyde Thomas Washington, DC 
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Psychology 
***Elizabeth Ann Adams ________ Florence, SC Morgan Jane Hughes _________ Hunrington, IN 
Marisa Lauren Andre Reston, VA **Benjamin Robert Kanoy Durham, NC 
*Brittany Helene Bach Naperville, IL Zachary Michael Kerns T<lylors, SC 
t*Amanda Leanne Baker Easley, SC Christina Elizabeth Marrin Miami Beach, FL 
Sara E. Barnett North Pole, AK *Stephanie Anne McElroy Potomac, MD 
Jimmy Ray Boatwright Mullins, SC *Tasha Michelle McRae Darlington, SC 
Mollie Wagner Browne McClellanville, SC *Shannon Leigh Mullinnix Greenville, SC 
Melanie Lorraine Browning Walterboro, SC *ThomasJ. Myers Mr Pleasant, SC 
Gayl Lee Buckert Longmeadow, MA Cassandra Marie Nedervelt Moncpelier, VA 
Jennifer Ann Calcaterra Florissant, MO t**Jillian Rose Nutter Naples, FL 
Serdar Erim Cankurr Schenectady, NY *David Michael Panczykowski Fairfax, VA 
Scott Randall Carley Fon Mill, SC Brian W. Powell Columbia, SC 
t**Nichole Maree Carlton Camden, SC John Morriss Putnam Greenville, SC 
Steven Winnfield Creed, Jr. Myrtle Beach, SC Timothy James Putnam Hartsville, SC 
t***Laura Beth Cronin Moreland Hills, OH t***Susan Christine Redmond Charlotte, NC 
***Sarah Rosanne Davidson Florence, SC Dennis Barton Reeves Anderson, SC 
*Anne Meghan Deloach Spartanburg, SC Terri Joyce Neyko Rice Laurens, SC 
Hillary Ann DeWitt Simpsonville, SC Dessiree Shernell Riley Swansea, SC 
t**Sarah Lynn DeWitt Aiken, SC **Elizabeth Dickson Rutter Franklin, TN 
Ashley E. Diefendorf Lincoln, IL **Amanda Elaine Santamaria Fort Worth, TX 
***Jacqueline Maye Diehl Brandon, FL *Casey Sloan Satterfield Spartanburg, SC 
Travis Alford Driggers Marion, SC Hilary J. Schoon Rock Hill, SC 
*Melissa Kimberly Elrod _ Zionsville, IN Tyler James Self Jacksonville, AR 
David C. Garrison Easley, SC Tristan Micheal Shaffer West Columbia, SC 
*Nicole Ashley Gesme Greenwood, SC **Lindsay Cotten Simmons Laurens, SC 
**Shannon Victoria Gifford Conway, SC *Lily Catherine Smith Easley, SC 
Erica Lauren Gohlke Midlothian, VA Joy Elizabeth Stemfeld Gaithersburg, MD 
*Lindsay Caitlin Grier Ballston Spa, NY Marquita Lashun Taylor Columbia, SC 
Meagen Lindsey Harriman Baltimore, MD *Melissa Renee Waldrep Greer, SC 
t*John Patrick Hegarty II Greer, SC *Mary Gordon Walter Hilcon Head Island, SC 
*Sarah Hartnett Hills Johns Island, SC Natalie Michelle Wiggins Riveredge, NJ 
Sociology 
Amy A. Fischer ___________ Lexington, SC Jenna D. Rosenfeld ________ Gaithersburg, MD 
Tia Alexis Hill Sumter, SC Gilbert Samuel Wyche II Winter Springs, FL 
Kelly Margaret Lacas Simpsonville, SC 
COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING AND SCIENCE 
THOMAS MICHAEL KEINATH, Dean 
BACHELOR OF ARTS 
Chemistry 
Porshia Lafaye Cohen-------- Hemingway, SC Jamie Carole Harding ________ Hellertown, PA 
Leon Ahmad Dock Florence, SC James Glenn McCants III Seneca, SC 
Computer Science 
Ransome A. Coleman, Jr. _______ Spartanburg, SC Daniel Martin Schomburg _______ Columbia, SC 
Geology 
Justin Todd Gilbert Seaside Park, NJ 
Mathematical Sciences 
Nicholas Michael Sadie Greenville, SC 
Physics 
Bryan E. Hilburn __________ Greer, SC 
DOUBLE MAJOR 
Computer Science and Spanish 
Nathan Andrew Chandler Rock Hill, SC 
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BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
Biosystems Engineering 
(Biosystems Engineering is jointly administered by the 
College of Agriculture, Forestry, and Life Sciences and the College of Engineering and Science.) 
t**Daniel Lynn Alge Summerville, SC Douglas Perry Jones ___________ Aiken, SC 
t***Patrick Robert Bartlow ___ Hilton Head Island, SC *Elizabeth Layne Moses Tampa, FL 
t ***Ashley E. Carson Greer, SC John Francis Nies, Jr. Waterford, PA 
t* Amanda C. Cheung Greenville, SC Amanda G. Oswald Charleston, SC 
Jason Thomas Condrasky Townville, SC Erin Louise Pardue Lexington, SC 
Kerri Christina Cooper Camden, SC t*** Anna Louise Sanford Sumter, SC 
**Ashley Elizabeth Eaddy Georgetown, SC Scott Lawrence Serb in Clemson, SC 
t**Christopher Mark Gowen Arlington, TN Kendra T. Smith Charleston, SC 
t** Anthony Blaise Greer Hickory, NC Angela Marie Snodgrass Johnston, SC 
William Glen Heedy Atlanta, GA Katherine Gail Thompson Pawley's Island, SC 
David Paul Johnson Fort Mill, SC Megan Lynn White Conway, SC 
Ceramic and Materials Engineering 
Ayasha Nequay Berry ~------~ Jonesboro, GA t***Joel Lovro Kohn ------- West Columbia, SC 
*Jonathon Patrick Calhoun Cold Spring, MN Katelyn D. Luedeke Montgomery Village, MD 
Heather Louise Cox Rock Hill, SC t*Jonathan Daniel Malphrus Fort Mill, SC 
*Scott William Gaylord North Augusta, SC *David Wyatt Moore Davidson, NC 
Brendan Michael Hanrahan Lilburn, GA Joshua Michel Pelletier Prosperity, SC 
Lauren C. Hasperc Davidsonville, MD *Sabrina Danielle Puckett Orangeburg, SC 
**Joanna Frances Isbill Lawrenceville, GA Rita Maria Sanders Charleston, SC 
Chemical Engineering 
Morgan Monique Alsberry Florence, SC Tiffany Kiya Legette ___________ Latta, SC 
t**Michael William Ammons ___ North Charleston, SC Brian James Marsh North Augusta, SC 
t*Brandon David Booth _______ Brentwood, TN *Justin Redrick McAbee Charleston, SC 
Esther Louise Brown Greenville, SC t***Michael James McCulley Kingsport, TN 
t*Robert Michael Crist Clover, SC Blake W. Mickler Central, SC 
*Austin James Crooks Seneca, SC *Adam Joshua Newberry Spartanburg, SC 
*Tara Lynn Daniels North Attleboro, MA t**Nolan James Peevy Dacula, GA 
Brian Daniel French York, SC Aja Nicole Reeves Columbia, SC 
Michael Stuart Glenn Greer, SC Joel Matthew Register Columbia, SC 
Irl Brian Greenwell Greer, SC Laura Kathryn Reid Greenwood, SC 
Tim Joseph Iori, Jr. Cincinnati, OH James Carl Sanders Ill Greenwood, SC 
Ronald Gerald Jackson, Jr. Greer, SC James Athen Tate Ill Charlotte, NC 
t***James Timothy Kearns Mt Pleasant, SC Jonathan Wade Thompson Columbia, SC 
t**Matthew Thomas Kessing Aiken, SC **Jonathan Kirk~Parrick Vaughn Lancaster, SC 
Aminata Kone Clemson, SC t***William Collins Vining Rock Hill, SC 
Chemistry 
t***Anne Katherine Abole ________ Irmo, SC **Yuliya I. Luzinova __________ Central, SC 
*Elizabeth Ashley Boggs Proctorville, OH Gregory Michael Ramsay Kingston, MA 
t*Erin Rose Brocker Chattanooga, TN t**Johnathan Ross Renew Simpsonville, SC 
BarbaraJeanne Bull Myrtle Beach, SC Robin Frances Sloan Murrysville, PA 
Leslie Jean Ellison Anderson, SC Michael C. Tompkins Indian Trail, NC 
t**Jennifer Blake Ford Camden, SC Melvin Douglas Willis II Summerville, SC 
Keirh Joseph Godfrey Newburgh, IN 
Civil Engineering 
Suha Nimr Atiyeh _________ Amman, Jordan James Stevenson Kelly ________ Alexandria, VA 
***Matthew Evan Bowers Pelzer, SC t***Jameson Stewart Kelso Frederick, MD 
Christopher Wade Brown Anderson, SC Kevin Matthew Kirkley Jefferson, SC 
Jason Andrew Byrd Turbeville, SC *Jay Todd Lemmerman Chapel Hill, NC 
t**Kacie Danielle Caple Easley, SC Lee Doyle Long Ill Simpsonville, SC 
Thomas Butler Cater Chattanooga, TN Ryan Christopher Luckie Columbia, SC 
*Christopher Michael Chaney Charleston, WV **Thomas Reed Mann Lexington, SC 
Victoria Lee Christiano Monroe, CT Sarah Lockwood Marcschink Charleston, SC 
Ernest Enock Davis II Walterboro, SC Frances Catherine McCutcheon Greenwood, SC 
Joseph Edward Davis Ill Montgomery, AL ***Joel Ross Palmer Charlotte, NC 
Stuart William Day Lilburn, GA **Zachary Wilson Parris Lincolnton, NC 
*Donald Paul Fama Waynesville, NC Justin Eliot Peterson Moncks Corner, SC 
*Kevin A. Faulkner Smyrna, SC Stephanie Jo Pohlman Snellville, GA 
William Alexander Galloway Columbia, SC Rodney Aaron Riggins Central, SC 
Chad Lee Gilbert Blythewood, SC Shayaa A. Smiley Clinton, SC 
Clifton Christian Goolsby Rock Hill, SC Vincent Nicholas Sottile Ill Mt Pleasant, SC 
Ernest Dean Gunter, Jr. Greenwood, SC *Brad L. Stolz Marietta, GA 
Ryan Mir.hael Habersang Thomaston, CT *Joseph Paul Sturm Spartanburg, SC 
t**Adam Bailey Hall Little Rock, AR Harrison Mark Trammell Charlotte, NC 
Lindsay R. Hall Haymarket, VA William Bret Underwood Cincinnati, OH 
Robert Townsend Hardison Chartanooga, TN t**Kevin Matthew Vanzo Oradell, NJ 
Elizabeth Werts Hawkins Columbia, SC Dana Lindsay Wilder Dunedin, FL 
Latonya Tiekya Heyward Charleston, SC John Owens Williams II Pinopolis, SC 
Gregory James Isaacs Huntsville, AL *Travis Michael Yates Scotland, PA 
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Computer Engineering 
t*J.ncd Russdl Alewine.· ________ Anderson, SC Mitchell Derrick Lmc ________ GooscCreek, SC 
Rrcnllm E. Baker Greer, SC *Alan P. Maglione Mt Pleasant, SC 
t*Pdcr Lct._m Bourgon Pinehurst, NC Matthew Ellis McCulloch Myrtle Beach, SC 
t*Danil.'llc Dawn Deursch Sugar Grove, IL Randal D. Mornn Millersville, MD 
Michael Lawrence Easter Beaufort, SC Andrew M. Osei Mt Pleasant, SC 
n.m P.1gc Ferree North Myrtle Beach, SC ***Kenneth Lee Rice Clinton, SC 
Neil Bryan G,,Jdston Surfside Beach, SC Christopher Scott Rothgeb North Augusta, SC 
*Daniel William Hals Chapin, SC Gary Layne Levi Shook Walhalla, SC 
t***Jusrin Edward Ingersoll Sherburne, NY ***Clinton Wills Smullen IV Chattanooga, TN 
*Himanshu Kumar New Delhi, India **Brandon Richard Snell Sedalia, MO 
t** Arrhur G. Kunkle Myrrle Beach, SC t*Christopher N. Vutsinas Old Hickory, TN 
Computer Information Systems 
Samuel Colby Carlisle ______ ~~ Spartanburg, SC Michael Jason Manna ________ Lake Worth, FL 
Cheuk Yin Cheung North Charlesron, SC Phillip Andrew Olexa Irmo, SC 
t ***Brian Lee Church Taylors, SC Eric Clarke Osguthorpe Mt Pleasant, SC 
Ryan Robert Cribb Arlanta, GA Ryan David Strahs Greer, SC 
Computer Science 
t*Charles Martin Alexander, Jr. _____ Greenville, SC David Warren Kuhlman Waynesville, NC 
David Randall Armstrong Easley, SC Michael Joseph LaNasa, Jr. Chicago, IL 
*Gregory R. Barnette__ Pendleton, SC *Benjamin B. Markwardt Simpsonville, SC 
Anthony John Cerqueira 11 Anderson, SC t*Steven Patrick McDonnell ____ Southern Pines, NC 
**Ryan Michael Deboodt Kimball, NE t*Robert Adam Mitchell Rock Hill, SC 
t*Danielle Dawn Deutsch Sugar Grove, IL Rafael Pablo Malvar Pargas Clemson, SC 
**Jared Daniel Donboch Simpsonville, SC t**Sarah Marie Peck Simpsonville, SC 
*Nicholas Andrew Eason Huntersville, NC **Rodney Reynard Ragin Rimini, SC 
Sean Stewart Ferson Charleston, SC David Timothy Randall Coming, NY 
Brandon R. Griggs Irmo, SC Eric Andrew Rose Mt Juliet, TN 
Eric Matthew Hamey Lexington, SC ***Clinton Wills Smullen IV Chattanooga, TN 
Jeremy Kyah Hicks Anderson, SC Matthew C. Townsend McBee, SC 
Bao Quang Ho Taylors, SC *Charles Justin Truax Middletown, OH 
Kyle Kirby Jackson Elloree, SC Eric Ching Yip Greenville, SC 
*Andrew Thomas Kasperek, Sr. Central, SC **Shieun Yoon Greenville, SC 
Electrical Engineering 
Bryant Roger Bozard ________ Summerville, SC t*Samuel Leon Jones ________ Summerville, SC 
Timothy Brant, Jr. Hampton, SC t***Joshua Kaleb Lawrence Peculiar, MO 
David Edward Brueck Gilbert, SC Michael Charles Liverance Germantown, TN 
John Thomas Campbell lll Greenville, SC t*Robert Adam Mitchell Rock Hill, SC 
Timothy Adam Carlyle Central, SC William Carl Mostertz llI Clemson, SC 
t*Megan Alene Clarke Anderson, SC **Deni Brian Orara Goose Creek, SC 
James Willard Coble llI Rock Hill, SC Jeffrey Drake Plexico Chapin, SC 
Peter Suleiman Eliya Greenville, SC Miguel E. Rios Clinton, SC 
Daniel Estanslao Estrada Goose Creek, SC *Aaron Joseph Ross Titusville, FL 
*John Walter Furtick, Jr. Springfield, SC t*Linwood Matthews Ross Florence, SC 
David Benjamin Gaillard North Charleston, SC Justin Isaac Scott Duluth, GA 
Nicholas Ryan Gates Lexington, SC **Brett A. Stripe Akron, OH 
Natalie Joyce Griffin Westminster, SC Travis Puckett Walker White Stone, SC 
Stephen James Harclerode Asbury, NJ Vincent Michael Yockel llI Greenwood, SC 
t***Daniel John Hoffman Healy, AK 
Geology 
Sandy Michelle Conard _______ Chula Vista, CA *Christopher Devin Glancey ----- Glen Allen, VA 
Robert Aaron Dunn Wadmalaw, SC Chadwick Sloan Lee Central, SC 
*Christopher R. Elmore Chapin, SC 
Industrial Engineering 
**Kristin Jennifer Balint _________ Chicago, IL Todd Brennan Ledet_~------ Montgomery, AL 
Joy Marie Brown Columbia, SC Taluezeta Navelvis Middleton Clemson, SC 
t**Christian Max Buchmann Spartanburg, SC *Julia Elizabeth Miller Greenwood, SC 
Natasha Marie Butler Columbia, SC Jessica Marrie Patterson Asbury Park, NJ 
Ashley Kay Childers Gaffney, SC t••• Ashley Nicole Potts Macon, GA 
Richard Elliott Cooper Moncks Comer, SC **Desiree Goli Steinmann Alpharetta, GA 
t***William Granstrom Eby Oak Ridge, TN Crystal Nichole Vickery Anderson, SC 
Bridgid Marie Hogan Lexington, KY Mark Andrew Weinstein Marietta, GA 
t*Amy Hsu Greer, SC Marquita Lolita Wise Denmark, SC 
**Matthew Barrett Johnson Wellford, SC Christopher M. Woods Spartanburg, SC 
Justin Michael Kennedy Townsend, MA 
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Mathematical Sciences 
*Julie Rebecca Aldridge ________ Columbia, SC **Lauren M. Lang __________ Rock Hill, SC 
Michael Collins Bruschi Glen Gardner, NJ Michael Thomas Lloyd Clemson, SC 
*Kari Elizabeth Chappell West Union, SC James Theodore Scivedge Easley, SC 
Travis Oneil Goings West Columbia, SC Brett Austin Sloan Liberty, SC 
Mark Patrick Griffith Charlotte, NC **William Robert Sloop Orangeburg, SC 
William Blake Hardee Elgin, SC Catherine Leigh Walker Sandy Springs, SC 
Leslie Elizabeth Hellams Walhalla, SC t**Megan Leann Wisz Hampstead, NC 
Sarah Wai Ka Ip Moore, SC 
Mechanical Engineering 
Matthew Thomas Adams Norcross, GA Ian C. Marchand __________ Columbia, SC 
Travis Allen Andrews Sumter, SC t**Michael Paul Mastroianni, Jr. Orange, CA 
Judith Kerstin Atzler Greer, SC Clarence Alexander McArthur IV Hartsville, SC 
**Justin William Babcock Charleston, SC Jessica Suzanne McGougan Pawley's Island, SC 
Michael S. Baraky Pittsburgh, PA t*George Joseph Menia Charleroi, PA 
Kyle Eric Benson Brentwood, TN David F. Mertens Columbus, OH 
Christopher William Iles Berthaume ____ Atlanta, GA Kraig Patrick Miller Dayton, OH 
Russell Reed Bevis Valdese, NC William Stuart Miller Anderson, SC 
Chad Alan Bibb Westminster, SC Andrew Dean Owens York, PA 
Jamie D. Blue Carthage, NC *Theresa Mary Paessun Dayton, OH 
Andrew Joseph Bluvas Roswell, GA Ankur Ashok Patel Myrtle Beach, SC 
t***Ruford Joseph Bolchoz III Mt Pleasant, SC Muhammad Farhan Pathan Greer, SC 
*Michael Earl Buckner Central, SC Shawn Patrick Pauley Summerville, SC 
*Bradley Thomas Cantrell Landrum, SC *Brian Scott Pipkin Westminster, SC 
*James Ryan Carroll Lexington, SC Lance Arthur Roberts Atlanta, GA 
t**Brian Paul Cash York, SC Robert Clayton Sanders Signal Mountain, TN 
••Adam Cary Cone Goose Creek, SC Ryan Charles Scott Spartanburg, SC 
*Michael Royce Cook Inman, SC •••Armon Bryan Shahdadi Greenville, SC 
*Eric Joe Coyle Charlotte, NC Christopher James Shuler Greenville, SC 
David Lee Crews II Anderson, SC James Joseph Six Columbia, MD 
Christian M. Davidson Weymouth, MA James Cordell Snead Oxon Hill, MD 
Matthew J. Dinger Clemson, SC Seth Patrick Spangler Fayetteville, GA 
t**Joshua D. Eichman Piedmont, SC ***Nicholas Jay Sparler York, PA 
**Antonio Manuel Fernandez San Juan, PR Scott Louis Stellem Knoxville, TN 
*Travis James Fowler Greenville, SC **Kelley Christine Stewart Rock Hill, SC 
Blake Allen Fulton Andrews, SC Michael Drew Stiwinter Rock Hill, SC 
t*Edwin Sean Gaffney Bluffton, SC *Bethany Lee Stockham Warrenton, VA 
Edward Album Glover III Chesapeake, VA George Frederick Stoller Marietta, GA 
t*David Michael Goodman Welcome, NC John Alex Tenney Aiken, SC 
David Harris Grainger Aiken, SC Andrew Capers Thompson Walhalla, SC 
Wesley Douglas Greenwell Greer, SC *Laura Marie Tienken Anderson, SC 
Adam Craig Greer Camden, SC *Joshua Randall Wald West Union, SC 
Mary Patricia Hamburger Herndon, VA Mary Larryn Watts Mounrville, SC 
Catriona M. Harris Charleston, SC *Gregory Harris Weeks Ocean Springs, MS 
*Christopher M. Hart Spartanburg, SC Brian S. Weidenhammer Leesport, PA 
Ashley Lauren Hooks ackson, SC Hunt Francis Werner Winnetka, IL 
*Jason Charles Howison Palm Harbor, FL Brandon James White Snellville, GA 
*Thomas Donald Huycke Oakton, VA Megan Michela Wilson Clemson, SC 
*Jason Allen Jennings Greenwood, SC Ryan Christopher Wishman Summerville, SC 
John Christoph Klasing Simpsonville, SC Clarence R. Woody Hayesville, NC 
James Myers Lampson Greer, SC Chase Edward Wujtewicz Harrington, DE 
Ryan Richard Lusso Seattle, WA 
Physics 
Amber Michelle Allardice ________ Central, SC Anna Moncure Manning------- Midlothian, VA 
t*Stuart Paul Bishop, Jr. Greenville, SC Travis Patrick Mcintyre Fort White, FL 
Jennifer Nicole Cooper Clemson, SC Jonathan E. Mengering Rockville, MD 
t*Patrick Scott Drupp Hanover, PA t*Robert Adam Mitchell Rock Hill, SC 
**Kyle Christopher Etters Fort Mill, SC t**Jessica M. Moore Roswell, GA 
Kirk Rollins Freeman Greenville, SC Herschell B. Powell Simpsonville, SC 
**Adam Scott Kelleher Charleston, SC *Leon W. Rhodes, Jr. Aiken, SC 
Sloan J. Lindsey Columbia, SC t***Christina Adele Riddle Williamston, SC 
Polymer and Textile Chemistry 
***Jessica Marie Green ________ Hanahan, SC *Katharine Hamilton Lee _____ Moncks Comer, SC 
t***Kelly Patrick Grogan Suwanee, GA Gregory Joseph Richardson Charleston, SC 
t*Casey Gardner Hancock Hartsville, SC *Amanda Wagner Goose Creek, SC 
Brandon Robert Kem Goose Creek, SC 
Textile Management 
William V. Rudisill Columbia, SC 
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COLLEGE OF HEALTH, EDUCATION, AND HUMAN DEVELOPMENT 
LAWRENCE ROBERT ALLEN, Dean 
BACHELOR OF ARTS 
Early Childhood Education 
Loren Wilson Adair _________ Greenville, SC *Rachel Lynecce Hinson-------- Kershaw, SC 
*Ashley Nicole Alexander Seneca, SC *Jeri Kristine Holmes Saluda, SC 
**Elizabeth Jean Barnette Seneca, SC Margaret Ashley Jones Sumter, SC 
Tiffany Manette Barr Central, SC *Elizabeth Anne Lester Greenwood, SC 
Misa Lynn Blanton Gaffney, SC Ashley Lynn Mauldin Easley, SC 
*Sarah Ann Bolden Charleston, SC Lindsey Ann Moore Pelzer, SC 
**Laura Davis Brazil Greenville, SC ••Anna Kace Rampey Fountain Inn, SC 
*Mary Catherine Brown Bogart, GA *Megan Noelle Ringley Bristol, VA 
Amanda Jean Bush Easley, SC Kelley Christine Rogers Sumter, SC 
***Lindsey Michelle Cain Simpsonville, SC *Jessica Elaine Ruff Columbia, SC 
**Diana Laurie Camp Knoxville, TN Carrie Marie Rushing Sumter, SC 
Lauren Margaret Cash Taylors, SC Sarah Elisabeth Garber Senn Gaffney, SC 
Lauren E. Whitehead Caudle Rock Hill, SC Candace Alain Small Florence, SC 
*Blakely Marie Coggins Laurens, SC Laura Ellen Smith Pickens, SC 
***Melia Ellen Courtney Aiken, SC *Emalee Ruth Trudeau Hilton Head Island, SC 
*Lauren Ashley Davidson Seneca, SC t***Elisabeth Louise Webb Pendleton, SC 
*Ashley Annette Dickey Anderson, SC Kathryn Anne Whitlock Lake Cicy, SC 
Sarah Ann Dickinson Pensacola, FL Tara Lynn Williams Clemson, SC 
*Trameika Maria Gee Florence, SC *Jessica L. Woodward Columbia, SC 
*Jenifer Layne Griffis Clemson, SC Jenna Marlene Youngblood Elko, SC 
*Katie Ruth Hamilton Rock Hill, SC 
Elementary Education 
*Sally Katherine Aull Lexington, SC Karrie Lynn Keller Baltimore, MD 
**Callie Laurin Ayers Seneca, SC Tiasha Nichelle Lark Greenwood, SC 
Samantha Lynne Barnes Leesville, SC ***Joshua Scott Lemere Walhalla, SC 
**Christy LaDonna Beemer Greenville, SC **Kelly Lynne Lewis Oak Hill, VA 
Michelle Brooke Hendrix Blackwell ___ Westminster, SC *Christine Diane Lindemann Rock Hill, SC 
*Emily Frances Boland Clinton, SC Jean-Preston McNair Lucius Montmorenci, SC 
**Leslie E. Brigman Simpsonville, SC ***Amanda Ann Menefee Robinson, TX 
*Bridget Kathleen Buckie Mt Laurel, NJ *Shelley Elizabeth Myers Miller Eutawville, SC 
Kayla M. Carver Seneca, SC **Jennifer Rose Patroni Central, SC 
**Marya Evangeline Clifton Evans, GA Gregory Jason Peebles Summerville, SC 
*Sallie Marcum Coker Greenville, SC Katie Nichole Porcher Charleston, SC 
Heather Brooke Cooley Williamston, SC Rebecca Leanne Pugh Simpsonville, SC 
Callie Sue Corbett Spartanburg, SC Elizabeth Somers Ragley Greer, SC 
*Allison Frances Denton Rock Hill, SC Mattie Redell Reese Central, SC 
*Erin Jessica Edgar Lilburn, GA **Julie Marie Resua Herndon, VA 
Robyn M. Elliott Greenville, SC Shawan Kieth Robinson Raleigh, NC 
Belinda Marie Farr Greenville, SC Robert Arther Sherard Central, SC 
•Amber Lynn Finley Anderson, SC Jessica Lynn Smith Six Mile, SC 
*Mary Lindsay Flemming Columbia, SC ***Lauren Henderson Stoddard ____ Simpsonville, SC 
Trey Allen Forrester Greenville, SC ***Lauren Caroline Sweetwood Cincinnati, OH 
*April Nicole Franks Summerville, SC Brooks Mclean Taylor Rock Hill, SC 
Kevin Grant Gilstrap Pickens, SC Gillian Minerva Trimboli Ludlow, VT 
*Ashley Anne Glen Charleston, SC Jennifer C. Wallace Rock Hill, SC 
*Amber D. Harrison Walhalla, SC *Emily Elizabeth Warren Madison, IN 
*Allie Deann Heavner Valdese, NC Kristen Leane Watson Greenville, SC 
Sherrie D. Hembree Greenville, SC Stephanie Michelle White Seneca, SC 
Brent David Hobbs Stony Point, NY *Ashley Marie Wiggins Charleston, SC 
**Christine Elaine Hogan Atlanta, GA **Davina Leanne Williams Wagener, SC 
**Geanie Nicole Johnson Central, SC ·Elizabeth A. Wolf Baltimore, MD 
Secondary Education 
*Jason Scott Adkins __________ Easley, SC *Stefanie Elaine Haugh Toms River, NJ 
**Jennifer Jean All Barnwell, SC *Holly Marie Hughes Travelers Rest, SC 
Melinda Susan Armstrong Prosperity, SC **Courtney Diane Kramp Franklin, TN 
t•Gabrielle Letitia Austin Lexington, SC John Tyler Lesley Summerville, SC 
Rachel Irene Bassett Easley, SC Nicholas Edward Liebenrood Latta, SC 
**Joseph Charles Beauchemin West Pelzer, SC Anna Marie McCoy Overland Park, KS 
*Julie J. Bedenbaugh Pomaria, SC Amber Joy McFalls Piedmont, SC 
***Kelsey Dale Bickers Floyds Knobs, IN *Rebecca Susan Schimsa Irmo, SC 
Carlie Teal Bronzino Roswell, GA t**Katherine Anne Schooler Columbia, SC 
*Michael Paul Bufano Selden, NY *Ryan Maeve Scully Irmo, SC 
t***Katherine Judith Burns Taylors, SC John Wesley Streater, Jr. Myrtle Beach, SC 
*Kerri Shaw Crawford Ware Shoals, SC Phillip Anthony Summers Cleveland, GA 
t**Kathleen Rose D'Agati Haddonfield, NJ *Jessica Marie Tasker Fort Mill, SC 
**Melissa Ellen Davis Boiling Springs, SC *Susan E. Taylor Hillsborough, NC 
*Brett Michael Fegley Burke, VA *Marc Anthony Vaccaro Smithtown, NY 
Rachel Noelle Hafer Brevard, NC Mindy Ann Masengill Van De Water ___ Mauldin, SC 
Derek Ray Hamby Anderson, SC Brittany Lavanna Walker Hodges, SC 
**Ann Marie Harmon Greer, SC *Roy Ian Welsh Clemson, SC 
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Secondary Education (continued) 
*Lrnren Paige Whichard ________ Hartsville, SC Lindsay Lee Wickliffe---------- Seneca, SC 
Special Education 
*Meagan Elizabeth Beam _________ Greer, SC **Jamie Leigh Holman ______ Powder Springs, GA 
*Bn.Xlke E. Bridges Greer, SC *Paige Linsey Hutson Alpharetta, GA 
**Megan Elizabeth Cobb Salisbury, NC *Bridger Rae Maloney Fairfax, VA 
Tanya Diaz Asturias, Spain **Lindsay E. Mattocks Marietta, GA 
**Sarah Louise Donaldson Charlotte, NC **Sheena Lamia Mcintosh Anderson, SC 
t• Anne Jamison Harris Fredericksburg, VA **Jill Nicole Spork Greenville, SC 
Jennifer Casey Hatcher Piedmont, SC Danielle Tafero Hazlet, NJ 
DOUBLE MAJOR 
History and Secondary Education 
*Anne Marie Marrin Anderson, SC 
Mathematical Sciences and Secondary Education 
t***Una Maria Wilmoth Clover, SC 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
Health Science 
t**Karherine Lynn Adams ________ Chapin, SC Deidra Jo Henry ___________ Fott Mill, SC 
Margaret Grace Annand Beaufort, SC t***Leslie Fincel Hom Atlanta, GA 
***Jessica Lynn Ashmore Greer, SC *Michael Garrett Hurst Columbia, SC 
Kia LeslieAnn Austin Decatur, GA Molly A. Ivester Greenville, SC 
Amy Elizabeth Bauserman Greer, SC t**Bonnie Marie Jones Shelby, NC 
Keyasha Faye Beary Galivanr's Ferry, SC Lindsey R. Jones Cleveland, SC 
t*Chrisrine Elizabeth Beck Hendersonville, NC Stephen Wade Kennette, Jr. Lyman, SC 
Kala Redell Benson Pendleton, SC Kaamilya Nakeia Kin North Charleston, SC 
Lawrence Black Spartanburg, SC Crystal Lane Krom North Augusta, SC 
Lauren Suzanne Blind Clinton, SC t**Denae Charisse Leonard Winter Park, FL 
Kendra L. Brooks Easley, SC Shiquita Charmaine Lewis Andrews, SC 
***Tony Labree Bryant, Jr. Lexington, SC Barbara Rochelle Listenfelt Noblesville, IN 
*Shakitia Ann Caldwell Little Mountain, SC Elizabeth L. McClintock Greenville, SC 
*Sara Blythe Callicoat Seneca, SC *Thomas W. Morris III Pawley's Island, SC 
*Shelley E. Callis Lexington, SC t**Caroline E. Norment Harrsville, SC 
**Kendria Latoya Cartledge Columbia, SC Emily Combes Orgain Gallatin, TN 
Carmen Nicole Clark Burke, VA t***Mary E. Paugh Isle of Palms, SC 
*Meghan Elissa Connor Bluffton, SC Keely Christine Peterson Simpsonville, SC 
*Erin Elizabeth Cook Kingsport, TN **Kristopher M. Phillips Walhalla, SC 
Michael Spencer Corbett Moore, SC Julie Ann Rooy Kingsport, TN 
Kristin Renee Dellinger Moore, SC Reagan Elizabeth Shirley Leesville, SC 
Gina M. Doloresco Scottsdale, AZ *Phillip David Thomas Greer, SC 
**Jenny Lynn Edwards Brookfield, CT *Lindsay E. Tymon Millersville, PA 
Meredith Anne Farley Chapin, SC Sloane Gidding Upchurch Walterboro, SC 
Marlie Marie Floyd Seneca, SC Stephanie Rachelle Ure Irmo, SC 
Christina Ann Freeman Elgin, SC Margaret E. Watson Columbia, SC 
*Kathryn Louise Goodman Bluffton, SC J efftey Ryan Watts Florence, SC 
Latasha Nicole Haskell Cross, SC Justin Allen Williams Leesville, SC 
Susan Elizabeth Haury Louisville, KY Alyssa Jayne Winboum Central, SC 
**Kristen B. Heineck Anderson, SC ***Amanda Lauren Wyse Anderson, SC 
Mathematics T caching 
Robert jack Bryant ----------Beaufort, SC Terrell Shaumonr Fleming _______ Turbeville, SC 
Ashley Marie Burgess Travelers Rest, SC *Jennifer Lynn McKibbin North Augusta, SC 
Nursing 
Megan Nicole Alderman ________ Palmetto, FL Rhonda Nichelle Hartis ________ Anderson, SC 
*Jessica Joan Allen Taylors, SC Stacey Lynn Harris Greenville, SC 
Jessica Renee Arledge Chesnee, SC Melissa Lynn Harrison Columbia, SC 
Sarah Elizabeth Ashley Greenville, SC Katherine Lynn Hatcher Simpsonville, SC 
***Stephanie Paige Ashley Fort Mill, SC Lindsay Merissa Hatchette Seneca, SC 
**Krystal Daniel Becks Simpsonville, SC Kim Lorraine Hembree Six Mile, SC 
Jean Gray Beckwith Taylors, SC Julie Elizabeth Hendrix Murrell's Inlet, SC 
Elizabeth L. Boozer Sumter, SC Susan G. Higgins Anderson, SC 
Andrea !.eigh Briscoe Anderson, SC Erin Alisha Hollifield Fairfax, SC 
Meghan Elizabeth Broderick Gaithersburg, MD Elizabeth Lynn Hollis Rock Hill, SC 
***Kim Evans Clark Greer, SC *Cynthia Elaine Horton Simpsonville, SC 
Sara E. Connell Braintree, MA t***Jarrett L. Hosmer 1 1 Greer, SC 
***Stacie Michelle Cox Piedmont, SC Lindsey Marie Jackson Ninety Six, SC 
*Jenna Lyn Dezember Johnson City, TN **Lisa M. Johnson Greenville, SC 
t***Laura Lynn Dodd Greenville, SC Scott Yancy Jones Anderson, SC 
*Kristen N. Garlington Greenville, SC Tara Nicole Keller Inman, SC 
**Yvonne Gath Inman, SC **Marion Jean Lilley Travelers Rest, SC 
Amanda Lynn Gibson Greer, SC Ashley Marie London Dallas, TX 
La'Doria Richelle Green Lancaster, SC Jacqueline Michelle Lyons Holland, PA 
i**Jennifer Jane Hanson Kingwood, TX Kristena Elizabeth Mackey Charleston, SC 
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Nursing (continued) 
Valerie L. Mason-.,----,--=-,.-,------- Greenville, SC *Jennifer Lynn Simmons _______ Ridge Springs, SC 
t**Cariessa Miranda McFadden Lake City, SC ***Susan Wright Snow Lancaster, SC 
Aaron David Morgan Aiken, SC Whirney N. Spires West Columbia, SC 
Ashley Dawn Murdaugh Walrerboro, SC ***Chenille Taylor Mountain Rest, SC 
Alicia Ann Oldfield Houston, TX *Abbie Elizabeth Thomas Lexington, SC 
Anna Katherine O'Rear Aiken, SC Krisrin A. Thomas Spartanburg, SC 
***Toni Clark Paylor Greenville, SC t*Lindsay McKeithan Thomason Greenville, SC 
Elizabeth Edwards Pless Birmingham, AL t**Wimberly E. Tipping Fountain Inn, SC 
**Christy L. Purvis Starr, SC Kelly L. Tokarczyk Mt Pleasant, SC 
Kayce Lauren Randazzo Mt Pleasant, SC Taylor Elaine Tucker Signal Mountain, TN 
Traci Michelle Rankin North Augusta, SC t*Rosemary Vester Knoxville, TN 
*Lindsey Amanda Rogers Lake View, SC t***Emily Ri..th Wade Hendersonville, NC 
Mary Beth Ross Anderson, SC **Kristen Lee Weinacker Seneca, SC 
Lauren Cartner Rowland Greenville, SC *Sarah Catherine Willis Mt Pleasant, SC 
Amanda Elizabeth Salle Greenville, SC **Taryn Leigh Wilson Grayson, GA 
Erica Leigh Santana Greenville, SC *Sarah Elizabeth Wippermann Chesterfield, MO 
Meghan Kathleen Scannell Charlotte, NC t**Baileigh Wilson Young Spartanburg, SC 
Sarah Allison Short Irmo, SC 
Parks, Recreation, and Tourism Management 
Mousrafa Wagih Abdel-Kader _______ Clemson, SC Richele Therese Lesaldo ----- St Thomas, Barbados 
Lauren Kenisha Allen Decatur, GA Landy Latty Wayne Mattison Covington, GA 
t***Randi Lynne Alrsraetter Raleigh, NC Kate Marie McDermott Coral Springs, FL 
**Alexandra Chrisrina Bedard Mt Pleasant, SC ***Ashley Rebekah Park Greenville, SC 
Jennifer Lynn Bell Goose Creek, SC *Karen Marie Pazker Newport Beach, CA 
Kenneth Glenn Bolr Greenville, SC Milron Eugene Pate Ill Tucker, GA 
Allison Marie Bradshaw Southbury, CT Abby Leigh Perkins Jacksonville, FL 
Christine Allene Burgess Sumter, SC Christopher Michael Pirritano Camp Hill, PA 
Casey Elizabeth Carter Timmonsville, SC Bethany Anne Pominek Greensburg, PA 
Martin Ronald Catalioto Hilron Head Island, SC Stephen Matthews Poole Spaztanburg, SC 
*Elizabeth Ann Cox Columbia, SC Reed Hogan Rowell Taylors, SC 
Josh William Cribb Marion, SC Nathan Lee Sanders North Augusra, SC 
t**Kristen Ruth Crowder Moore, SC Kyle Wayne Seay Boiling Springs, SC 
James Brian Duncan Greenville, SC Kevin Cecil Short 11 Randallstown, MD 
Samuel Blake Edwards Summerville, SC *Jessica Marie Watcke Cheshire, CT 
Leigh Chrisriana Garrison Mt Pleasant, SC *Deborah Carole Wenzel Columbia, SC 
*Jenna Witt Gibson Gaffney, SC Billy Joe Williamson, Jr. Latta, SC 
Adam Michael Hammons Greer, SC William Christopher Wills Summerville, SC 
William Benson Harling Simpsonville, SC *Jana Maria Winchester Tallahassee, FL 
Edward Cory Holtzclaw Greer, SC Barrett Robert Wood Greer, SC 
**Lauren Frances Huckaby Williamsburg, YA William Neely Young Fort Mill, SC 
Kristin Marie Jeffery Pleasant Prairie, WI 
Science Teaching 
Kendrick John Elmore __________ Sumter, SC Jonathan C. Ludovina ________ Greenville, SC 
*Alyson Nicole Lance Anderson, SC Lauren M. Rutherford Charleston, SC 
Brandon Jam es Loftus Seneca, SC Jason Thomas Sox Lexington, SC 
Technology and Human Resource Development 
Douglas Ray Allen __________ Anderson, SC Christie Marie McAlhany ________ Neeses, SC 
**Amanda Kay Bonner Walhalla, SC **Danny Ray Norris Anderson, SC 
Christina M. Campbell Westminster, SC Jared Lee Reid Walhalla, SC 
Robert Hunter Crosby Summerton, SC Trey Centell Tate Gaffney, SC 
Daniel Robert Davis Allendale, SC William Pattick Brooker Wesr Springfield, SC 
Torrun Lashaunda Mack Alcolu, SC 
*Cum laude: A grade point ratio of 3.40 to 3.69 
**Magna cum laude: A grade point ratio of 3.70 to 3.89 
***Summa cum laude: A grade point ratio of 3.90 to 4.00 
tCalhoun Honors College: The graduates so designated in the prinred graduation program have completed an enriched program of study through the 
Calhoun Honors College. To earn this distinction, students muse maintain an overall grade-point ratio of 3.40 or higher and complete the requirements of 
General Honors and/or Departmental Honors. Students who have earned Departmental Honors appear in the line of march wearing the Calhoun Honors 
College Medallion on an orange and purple ribbon. This medallion is made possible by an endowment established by Mrs. Katherine Inabinet Vickery of 
Columbia, fouth Carolina, co honor the memory of her husband and Clemson graduate, the late B. C. Inabinet. 
Students wearing the white stoles over their gowns are graduating with a 3.00 or better grade-point average. Those who are members of University 





First awarded at Clemson University in 1908, the Norris Medal was established under the terms of the will of the Honorable D. K. 
Norris, a life trustee of this institution. The medal is given each year to the graduating student who, on the basis of exceptional 
scholastic achievement and leadership ability, is judged by the University Scholarships and Awards Committee to be the best all-
around student. 
All recipients of the Norris Medal have their names affixed to a bronze plaque mounted at the front entrance of Sikes Hall. 
RECIPIENT OF THE NORRIS MEDAL 
SAGAR R. SHAH 
Kilimanjaro, Tanzania 
ALGERNON SYDNEY SULLIVAN AWARD 
The Sullivan Award is given annually to individuals who possess the characteristics of heart, mind, and conduct as evince a spirit 
of love for and helpfulness to other men and women. These humanitarian qualities are exhibited in the following recipients. 
11.ECIPIENTS OF THE ALGERNON SYDNEY SULLIVAN STUDENT A WARD 
DEKERA MARSHEL GREENE 
St. Stephen, SC 
AHMED GHOUSE MOHIUDDIN 
Columbia, SC 
ALUMNI MASTER TEACHER A WARD 
This award is presented by the Clemson Alumni Association for distinguished achievements in classroom teaching. The faculty 
recipient is selected by the Student Alumni Council from nominations submitted by students. A bronze plaque is presented 
permanently to the recipient and the award carries with it a stipend of twenty-five hundred dollars. 
RECIPIENT OF THE ALUMNI MASTER TEACHER A WARD 
MARTY WILLIAMS 
FACULTY SCHOLARSHIP AWARD 
Established at Clemson University in 1959, this award is made annually by the faculty of Clemson University to the member of 
the graduating class who has the highest scholastic achievement. All graduates who have completed the requirements for the 
bachelor's degree since the last commencement exercise and who have completed at Clemson at least 75 percent of the work required 
for graduation shall be eligible for consideration. 
ANNE KA IBERINE A BOLE 
Irmo, SC 
JESSICA LYNN ASHMORE 
Greer, SC 
LAUREN ELIZABEIB BALDWIN 
Orangeburg, SC 
BENJAMIN ROBERT BEA VER 
Honea Path, SC 
KELSEY DALE BICKERS 
Floyds Knobs. IN 
STETSON REED BICKLEY 
Columbia, SC 
KELLEY RENEE BRANDSTETIER 
Cincinnaci, OH 




LAURA BEIB CRONIN 
Moreland Hills, O H 
COURTNEY HELENA DEBRUIN 
Lexington, SC 
MICHAEL ROBERT DEFEE 
McBee, SC 
JACQUELINE MA YE DIEHL 
Brandon, FL 
LAURA LYNN DODD 
G reenville, SC 
RECIPIENTS OF THE FACULTY SCHOLARSHIP AWARD 
KELLY PA TillCK GROGAN 
Suwanee, GA 
JESSICA JEAN HART 
Simpsonville, SC 
DANIEL JOHN HOFFMAN 
Healy, AK 
JARRETT L. HOSMER 
Greer, SC 
JUSTIN EDWARD INGERSOU 
Sherburne, NY 
JAMES TIMOIBY KEARNS 
Mc. Pleasanc, SC 
JOEL LOVRO KOHN 
West Columbia, SC 
COURTNEY MICHELLE LEE 
Manning, SC 
SARAH FRANCES MCCLURG 
Tipp Cicy, O H 
MA TIBEW HUDSON MORGAN 
Wake Foresc, NC 
CAROLINE PHIUIPS MOSES 
Sumter, SC 
JOSEPH IBOMAS NYVAU 
Pendlecon, SC 
ASHLEY NICHOLE P01TS 
Macon, GA 
PAMELA BLAKE PRYOR 
G reer, SC 
MELISSA JANE PIJfNEY 
Dayton, OH 
RACHEL JEAN RHYNE 
Seymour, TN 
CHRISTINA ADELE RIDDLE 
Williamscon, SC 
ALICE BRYN SALTER 
Clemson, SC 
SARAH REBECCA SCHWIEGER 
Belton, SC 
KRISTINE MARIE SLA TKA VITZ 
Blackstone , MA 
NA IBANIEL EVAN SMIIB 
Camden, SC 
CHENILLE TAYLOR 
Mouncain Rest, SC 
KA IBERINE ALICE TOLBERT 
Seneca, SC 
WIUIAM COUINS VINING 
Rock Hill, SC 
ELISABEIB LOUISE WEBB 
Pendleton, SC 
AMANDA LAUREN WYSE 
ArLlerson,SC 
SUZANNAH K. ZUPAN 
Columbia, SC 
HISTORICAL STATEMENT 
Clemson University is named for Thomas Green Clemson (1807-1888), who left the 
bulk of his estate to the State of South Carolina for the founding of the institution. 
Thomas Clemson was born in Philadelphia in 1807 and educated at the Royal School 
of Mines in Paris (1828-1832). His early profession was that of a mining engineer; 
however, circumstances diverted his interests into politics and the life of a southern 
planter, and he soon became an enthusiastic advocate of scientific agriculture. He had a 
career as a diplomat (charge d'affaires to Belgium, 1844-1852) and served as the first 
Superintendent of Agricultural Affairs in Washington ~ 1860). As a scientist he published 
numerous articles in the fields of mining, chemistry and agriculture. His varied activities 
included his assistance in the founding of the Maryland Agricultural College, his support 
of the Morrill Act, his leadership in South Carolina after the Civil War, and his part in 
founding Clemson University. 
Thomas Clemson was the son-in-law of South Carolina's John C. Calhoun, a 
political figure of national importance during the first half of the nineteenth century. Mr. 
Calhoun's home, Fort Hill, is preserved on the Clemson Campus as a national shrine. 
The academic program at Clemson College began in 1893 with an enrollment of 446. 
The first "college prospectus" announced only two four-year curricula, supplemented by 
two two-year preparatory courses. Today the University has six major academic units. 
These are the College of Agriculture, Forestry, and Life Sciences, the College of 
Architecture, Arts, and Humanities, the College of Business and Behavioral Science, the 
College of Engineering and Science, the College of Health, Education, and Human 
Development, and the Graduate School. 
Clemson University is accredited by the Commission on Colleges of the Southern 
Association of Colleges and Schools (1866 Southern Lane, Decatur, Georgia 30033-
4097; telephone number 404-679-4501) to award the Bachelor's, Master's, Education 
Specialist, and Doctor's degrees. Various curricula are accredited by the AACSB 
International (Association to Advance Collegiate Schools of Business), Accreditation 
Board for Engineering and Technology, American Council for Construction Education, 
American Dietetic Association, American Society of Landscape Architects, Computing 
Science Accreditation Board, Council for Accreditation of Counseling and Related 
Education Programs (CACREP), National Architectural Accrediting Board, National 
Association of Schools of Art and Design, National Council for Accreditation of Teacher 
Education, National League for Nursing Accrediting Commission, NRPA/AALR 
Council on Accreditation, Planning Accreditation Board, and Society of American 
Foresters. 
Clemson is a land-grant institution. As such, it is engaged not only in its primary 
academic program, but does extensive research at the main campus and at five agricultural 
experiment stations located in the State. The University is also heavily committed to a 
varied program of public service, including the work of agricultural extension which has 
professional personnel located in each of the State's counties. 
CLEMSON ALMA MATER 
Farmer and McGarity/arr. Freeman 
Where the Blue Ridge yawns its greatness, 
Where the Tigers play; 
Here the sons of dear old Clemson 
Reign supreme alway. 
Chorus 
Dear old Clemson, we will triumph 
And with all our might, 
That the Tiger's roar may echo 
O'er the mountain height. 
We will dream of greater conquests, 
For our past is grand, 
And her sons have fought and conquered 
Every foreign land. 
Where the mountains smile in grandeur 
O'er the hill and dale. 
Here the Tiger lair is nestling 
Swept by storm and gale. 
We are brothers strong in manhood, 
For we work and strive; 
And our alma mater reigneth 
Ever in our lives. 
Candidates appearing in this program are not certified graduates. Likewise, academic 
honors designations are based upon performance prior ro final grades. Both cert ification 
of graduation and honors designations must come from the Registrar of the University. 
********** 
First Aid-A First Aid Station is located at the North entrance. 
Evacuation System-Littlejohn Coliseum is equipped with a fire alarm evacuation system. 
In the event of activation, as noted by sustained horns and strobe lights, please proceed ro 
the closest available exit. Remain outside the building until fire officials deem the 
bui !ding safe to re-enter. 
No Smoking-Smoking is prohibited in Littlejohn Coliseum. 
